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Abstract

New Container Architectures for Mobile, Drone, and Cloud Computing

Alexander Van’t Hof

Containers are increasingly used across many different types of computing to isolate and control apps while efficiently sharing computing resources. By using lightweight operating system virtualization, they can provide apps with a virtual computing abstraction while imposing minimal hardware requirements and a small footprint. My thesis is that new container architectures can provide additional functionality, better resource utilization, and stronger security for mobile, drone, and cloud computing. To demonstrate this, we introduce three new container architectures that enable new mobile app migration functionality, a new notion of virtual drones and efficient utilization of drone hardware, and stronger security for cloud computing by protecting containers against untrusted operating systems.

First, we introduce Flux to support multi-surface apps, apps that seamlessly run across multiple user devices, through app migration. Flux introduces two key mechanisms to overcome device heterogeneity and residual dependencies associated with app migration to enable app migration. Selective Record/Adaptive Replay to record just those device-agnostic app calls that lead to the generation of app-specific device-dependent state in services and replay them on the target. Checkpoint/Restore in Android (CRIA) to transition an app into a state in which device-specific information the app contains can be safely discarded before checkpointing and restoring the app within a containerized environment on the new device.

Second, we introduce AnDrone, a drone-as-a-service solution that makes drones accessible in
the cloud. AnDrone provides a drone virtualization architecture to leverage the fact that computational costs are cheap compared to the operational and energy costs of putting a drone in the air. This enables multiple virtual drones to run simultaneously on the same physical drone at very little additional cost. To enable multiple virtual drones to run in an isolated and secure manner, each virtual drone runs its own containerized operating system instance. AnDrone introduces a new device container architecture, providing virtual drones with secure access to a full range of drone hardware devices, including sensors such as cameras and geofenced flight control.

Finally, we introduce BlackBox, a new container architecture that provides fine-grain protection of application data confidentiality and integrity without the need to trust the operating system. BlackBox introduces a container security monitor, a small trusted computing base that creates separate and independent physical address spaces for each container, such that there is no direct information flow from container to operating system or other container physical address spaces. Containerized apps do not need to be modified, can still make full use of operating system services via system calls, yet their CPU and memory state are isolated and protected from other containers and the operating system.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Virtual machines (VMs) have long been used to share computing resources securely [1]. VMs are virtual computers with full operating system (OS) instances that can run simultaneously on a single machine. The OS within a VM behaves the same as it would if it had complete control of physical hardware but only controls virtualized hardware. Most commonly, VMs are supported by software running at a higher privilege level than an OS, known as a hypervisor [2, 3, 4]. Hypervisors manage and run VMs while isolating them from each other and providing them with virtualized hardware. Although VMs allow for securely multiplexing shared hardware, they are resource intensive since each VM runs its own OS instance, resulting in the shared hardware needing to run potentially many OS instances.

To provide isolated virtual computers on shared hardware without running multiple OS instances, containers were created [5, 6, 7]. Containers are a lighter-weight alternative that run together directly on a single OS and are isolated from each other through the use of resource namespaces [8] supported at the OS-level. These resource namespaces separate and isolate system resources while providing unique resource identifiers, such as process IDs (PIDs). For example, processes running in a container run within their own process namespace and have PIDs that are unique within that container. One container’s PID 1 process is not the same as another container’s PID 1 process, and outside of the containers, neither process appears as PID 1 to the OS and un-containerized apps. Processes running in a container cannot see processes not belonging to that container’s process namespace. Similar namespaces are used for system resources such as mounted file systems, inter-process communication (IPC), networking, and user IDs.
Containers include everything an app needs to run within its virtualized environment, including its own filesystem, shared libraries, and binaries, but do not need to contain an OS itself. This content is packaged together as a container image. A user can then download and run a container image using a container manager, like Docker [9]. To create a container, the container manager unpacks a container image, mounts the filesystem within, and then runs the app within the confines of a configurable amount of resource namespaces that comprise the conceptual container. The processes then run within this container, directly on the OS, without any virtualized hardware overhead. Since the container image provides all necessary dependencies, it will run reliably on any supported platform regardless of the host OS environment. Additionally, when running in the cloud, containers are able to be automatically provisioned, managed, and migrated by a container orchestrator, such as Kubernetes [10].

Since containers do not need an entire OS instance to support apps, they offer a low resource footprint, requiring only enough resources for the apps themselves. Since only the apps within a container need to be instantiated, they offer fast start-up times. By relying on the OS’ native I/O facilities, containers do not need to introduce additional complex I/O virtualization support or hardware and offer minimal I/O performance overhead. Hardware requirements for containers are modest, and containers can even run on hardware without virtualization extensions. These advantages enable containers to run across a much broader array of devices than VMs.

While containers have mostly been used for cloud computing deployments just like VMs, this dissertation explores how we can take advantage of the ability of containers to run on almost any kind of device to enable new kinds of functionality. Some previous work has considered how containers can be used with smartphones, for example. Cells [11] enables multiple virtual phones on a single smartphone through the use of containers augmented with minor changes to the OS to multiplex device usage among the virtual phones. Unlike VMs, apps in containers interact directly with the software providing its virtualized environment. This allows Cells to utilize existing device drivers and other code instead of having to build support and features from scratch as VMs would require. Additionally, with VMs, the hypervisor has very little insight into what an app is doing,
but with containers, the OS is heavily involved with the app as it runs. This tighter coupling of the virtualization layer and virtualized environment, together with the virtualization layer having greater insight into the virtualized environment, can enable containers to offer new functionality across a range of platforms.

Beyond enabling new functionality, this dissertation also explores how we can make containers more secure. Although containers running on shared hardware offer many benefits over VMs, a significant downside is an increased security risk. Apps in VMs run almost completely isolated from other VMs, often only sharing a small hypervisor with a narrow application binary interface (ABI). However, apps in containers all run on the same large commodity OS with a wide system call interface. If an app in one container can exploit a vulnerability in the OS, it can gain access to container data, compromising the confidentiality and integrity of all containers on the system. Given the enormous and complex code bases of OSes, it is inherently difficult to trust that an OS doesn’t contain a vulnerability that puts containers at risk.

My thesis is that new container architectures can provide additional functionality, better resource utilization, and stronger security for mobile, drone, and cloud computing. To demonstrate this, we introduce three systems with novel container architectures enabling mobile app migration, drone hardware sharing, and app security against an untrusted OS.

First, we present Flux [12] to support multi-surface mobile apps, apps that run seamlessly across multiple user devices allowing users to switch among their devices. Flux achieves multi-surface computing through app migration. Flux enables any app to migrate directly from one device to another. Devices can be different smartphone and tablet hardware, and Flux ensures that once an application is migrated to a guest device, it is able to make full use of the guest device’s hardware, including resizing and reformatting the application content to fit the display of the guest device. Flux accomplishes this seamless app migration across heterogeneous devices by introducing two novel mechanisms: Selective Record/Adaptive Replay and Checkpoint/Restore In Android (CRIA). Selective Record/Adaptive Replay interposes on app calls to device and system services to eliminate residual dependencies by selectively recording calls that modify device state.
During resume, these calls are then adaptively replayed to accurately recreate this device state on the target. CRIA checkpoints the critical user- and OS-level state of the running app at the source and restores it at the target within a containerized environment. Combining these two mechanisms, Flux introduces a container-based migration architecture with support for mobile apps across heterogeneous devices.

Second, we present AnDrone [13], a drone-as-a-service solution making drones accessible in the cloud to interested third parties. AnDrone provides users with lightweight virtual drones that can be configured in the cloud with various apps and services of interest to a user, then safely deployed and multiplexed on real drone hardware. AnDrone takes advantage of the observation that computational costs on drones are cheap compared to the operational and energy costs of putting a drone in the air, making it very efficient to multiplex multiple virtual drones on a physical drone to maximize the utility of drone flight time. Each virtual drone has its own containerized operating system environment with which to run its tasks and provides online interactive access to the drone during flight. AnDrone controls physical device access to isolate virtual drones from one another and preserve drone hardware safety. AnDrone achieves this by introducing a novel device container architecture with location-based control. The device container architecture isolates virtual drones from each other and from devices, transparently decoupling apps from low-level device implementation and interfaces.

Finally, we present BlackBox [14], a new container architecture that provides fine-grain protection of application data confidentiality and integrity without the need to trust the OS. BlackBox introduces a container security monitor (CSM), a new mechanism that leverages existing hardware features to enforce container security guarantees in a small trusted computing base (TCB) in lieu of the OS. The monitor creates separate and independent protected physical address spaces (PPASes) for each container to enforce physical memory access controls but provides no virtualization of hardware resources. Physical memory mapped to one container’s PPAS is not accessible in any other, providing physical memory isolation among containers and the OS. Since container private data in physical memory only resides on pages mapped to its own PPAS, its confidentiality and
The contributions of this dissertation include:

1. The design, implementation, and evaluation of Flux, a system enabling apps to become multi-surface through app migration. Flux achieves this by extending and augmenting existing systems-level container migration to create a new architecture capable of mobile app migration across heterogeneous devices.

2. Selective Record/Adaptive Replay, a mechanism to record just device-agnostic app calls that lead to the generation of app-specific device-dependent state in services and replay them on the target during migration.

3. Checkpoint/Restore in Android (CRIA) to transition an app into a state in which device-specific information the app contains can be safely discarded before checkpointing and restoring the app within a containerized environment.

4. The design, implementation, and evaluation of AnDrone, a drone-as-a-service solution providing users with virtual drones supported by a novel device container based architecture.

5. Virtual Drones, cloud-configurable lightweight containerized drone instances capable of sharing physical drone hardware during a flight.

6. A mechanism for selectively publishing Android services to different containerized Android instances enabling the sharing of physical hardware among multiple Android instances.
7. The design, implementation, and evaluation of BlackBox, a container architecture providing app data confidentiality and integrity on an untrusted OS with a minimal TCB.

8. Container Security Monitor, a mechanism to create separate and independent protected physical addresses spaces for container instances.

This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents Flux, a system for supporting multi-surface apps. Chapter 3 presents AnDrone, a drone-as-a-service solution for maximizing flight usage. Chapter 4 presents BlackBox, a new container security architecture ensuring app data confidentiality and integrity. Finally, Chapter 5 presents conclusions and future work.
Chapter 2: Flux: Multi-Surface Computing in Android

2.1 Introduction

Users increasingly own multiple mobile devices of various shapes and sizes, with a recent survey reporting an average of roughly three devices per person [15]. Accordingly, there is a trend to run applications (apps) on multiple devices or surfaces. For example, it is possible to begin a movie using the Netflix app on a phone and switch to a larger screen to continue watching. In general, we expect to see more multi-surface apps emerge, including (1) switching from a larger device to a smartphone to travel, (2) displaying from a mobile device to a projector, (3) switching to a different device when the battery is running low, or even (4) collaboratively using an app during meetings, allowing multiple people to view, modify, and contribute.

However, despite this growth, there is little system support for multi-surface apps. Today, there are two trending approaches. The first approach is screencasting, in which screen output from one device is sent to another [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. For example, Apple AirPlay [24] allows content on an iOS device to be displayed on an Apple TV. However, the app continues to run on the original device, still limited by its computing power and battery life. It cannot take advantage of the capabilities of the new device, such as CPU, GPU, or memory. Furthermore, apps often need to be explicitly written for systems such as AirPlay to achieve the best user experience. The second approach is to use a cloud-based approach in which the actual app content is stored in a back-end in the cloud. For example, iCloud or Google Drive and devices like Chromecast [25] make cloud back-ends pervasive. However, cloud-based approaches suffer from both a dependence on connectivity and a growing distrust of cloud providers to handle data. Cloud provider distrust is actually prohibitive in many enterprise environments with sensitive client data [26, 27].

We propose a third approach to achieve multi-surface computing: app migration. App migra-
Figure 2.1: Multi-surface support through app migration: swipe to migrate unmodified app between paired devices without cloud support.

Migration enables the app to take advantage of the device in use, allows the original device to be used for other tasks, and does not require connectivity to a cloud provider; if disconnected from the Internet, devices can use ad-hoc networking. Furthermore, because it is implemented at the systems level, apps do not need to be written to support multi-surface operation.

Migration of an app is non-trivial. For example, in Android, even though apps are written expecting to be killed at any moment due to memory pressure, many apps do not automatically save all of their runtime state. If these apps crash, the state is lost. Therefore, it is not possible to migrate an app by simply killing it and starting it on the destination.

Furthermore, app migration between mobile devices is more complicated than many other environments due to device heterogeneity. Smartphones and tablets are tightly integrated hardware platforms that come in many different sizes and incorporate a plethora of devices using non-standard interfaces, such as GPUs and cameras. As of 2014, the OpenSignal database shows 18,796 different Android devices, up from 11,868 reported a year earlier [28].

Device heterogeneity complicates the usual challenges of residual dependencies, or state left in the source system after migration, in two ways. First, apps interact with system services, shared processes that may maintain app-specific and device-specific state. It is not feasible to migrate a shared system service along with the app or extract the app-specific state from the service. Even
if the entire state of the system services was saved and restored on the target device, it may not work because the services manage device-specific state. Second, the running apps themselves contain—potentially device-dependent—state that is not easily accessible to the system. Blindly saving device-dependent app state and restoring it would not work across the thousands of different Android devices.

To address these problems, we introduce Flux, an Android framework for app migration. As shown in Figure 2.1, Flux enables any app to migrate directly from one device to another without any cloud support. Devices can be different smartphone and tablet hardware, and Flux ensures that once an application is migrated to a guest device, it is able to make full use of the guest device’s hardware, including resizing and reformatting the application content to fit the display of the guest device. Flux accomplishes this seamless application migration across heterogeneous devices by introducing two novel mechanisms: Selective Record/Adaptive Replay and Checkpoint/Restore In Android (CRIA).

Selective Record/Adaptive Replay eliminates residual dependencies due to system services. Specifically, during app execution, Flux interposes on app calls to system services and only records those that modify app-specific device state, automatically discarding stale interactions. Selective Record is also used to guarantee correctness of Android services after migration. During resume, the recorded app calls are adaptively replayed through Flux’s service contextualization proxy to match the guest OS’s system services. Importantly, this record/replay mechanism ensures that device-dependent state in the source is accurately recreated on the target.

CRIA checkpoints critical user- and OS-level state of the running app at the source and restores it at the target. A key feature of CRIA is that it integrates with Android to eliminate most residual dependencies on the system and customize the restoration of checkpointed state in a manner tailored to the target, supporting device heterogeneity. CRIA deals with device-specific state by putting the app into such a state that it discards much of the device-specific state on the source. Next, CRIA checkpoints core app state, including app-specific state in Android specific drivers such as Binder, the IPC mechanism through which apps interact with the system-provided services
that front most devices, e.g., GPS and camera. On restore, Flux leverages Android app initialization mechanisms to inform the app of changes to hardware state so that app-specific device state can be reconstructed in a manner customized to the guest platform, including matching the UI to the screen size of the guest platform. Restoring checkpointed state reestablishes the app’s Binder connections to system services, now at the target.

We have implemented and evaluated a working prototype of Flux on Android. Our results show that Flux successfully migrates a wide range of the top apps from the Google Play store across different smartphone and tablet hardware running different OS kernel versions. We show that the runtime overhead of Flux during app execution is negligible. Not surprisingly, the migration time is dominated by network transfer times. Nonetheless, we found that migration time and the amount of state transferred was modest in most cases, demonstrating that Flux is fast enough for interactive use.

This paper presents the design and implementation of Flux. Section 2.2 gives an overview of Android. Section 2.3 describes the Flux architecture, focusing on Selective Record/Adaptive Replay and CRIA. Section 2.4 presents experimental results. Section 2.5 discusses related work. Finally, we present some concluding remarks and directions for future work.

2.2 Android Background

Figure 2.2 gives an abridged overview of the Android system components that apps are dependent on and are therefore critical during app migration. An app in Android is written in Java and runs inside an isolated instance of the Dalvik VM. Typically, an app runs in a single process; less commonly, an app may be split into multiple processes. Apps are installed with the PackageManagerService, which tracks app metadata such as requested permissions. An app is typically isolated to a single data directory through filesystem permissions and access to storage such as an SD card requires explicit permission upon installation. An app consists of any number of activities and, when necessary, talks to services via Binder, Android’s primary IPC mechanism. An activity is an app component providing a UI with which users can interact with to perform tasks, such as send an
email, or dial the phone. A service is an app or system component that can perform long-running
operations in the background without a UI. When migrating, the various device state associated
with both activities and services must be correctly handled.

Android apps rely heavily on interactions with shared, long-running system services. For ex-
ample, the NotificationManagerService allows apps to post notifications to the status bar, and the
AlarmManagerService allows apps to schedule code to be run at some point in the future. Apps
communicate with these services and with each other exclusively via Binder, either explicitly via
RPC service interfaces or through Intents. Intents are messaging objects used to request an action
from another app, which can be broadcast to all relevant apps by the ActivityManagerService. To
simplify the creation of RPC service interfaces, the Android Interface Definition Language (AIDL)
allows programmers to write an interface by simply defining method prototypes. AIDL will then
generate the necessary serialization and IPC code required for the interface.

In addition to distributing Intents, the ActivityManagerService is responsible for managing the
running of Android applications, including starting and stopping app components, and registering
app-requested BroadcastReceivers, which act as listeners for apps for various events, e.g., inform-
ing them of WiFi status changes. Another duty of the ActivityManagerService is controlling the
life cycle of activities. In Android, activities transition between various states of their life cycle. After creation, an activity enters the Resumed state, where it remains until it is sent to the background or another activity partially obscures it from view. Once sent to the background, the activity transitions to the Paused state. In this state, the activity no longer receives user input and cannot execute any code. If the activity is not quickly brought back to the foreground, the Android task idler will place it into the Stopped state. In this state, the activity is guaranteed to not be visible to the user and it will no longer be able to render its user interface.

The user interface of an Android app consists of a Window, provided by the WindowManagerService, for each activity. A Window, similar to a desktop window, contains a single Surface in which the content of the Window is rendered. This Surface will be destroyed when the app is in the Stopped state to conserve resources. Each Window also has a View hierarchy attached to it. View hierarchies are rooted by a ViewRoot and consist of ViewGroups containing Views, which are interactive UI elements. Each time a Window is to be rendered, the View hierarchy is traversed and each View draws its portion of the UI.

Communication with devices takes place via system-provided Binder services, e.g., the SensorService. An exception is the GPU, which is interacted with directly using the standardized OpenGL ES library that abstracts away hardware details. Similar to other hardware libraries in Android, OpenGL consists of both a generic library, presenting apps with a well-known API, and a vendor-specific library, implementing device-specific code called by the generic library.

All Android apps rely on the Android version of the Linux kernel: it is therefore a shared resource. In the kernel, Binder is implemented as a driver. Binder communication typically consists of clients talking to services. In Binder, the service side is dubbed a node and all clients reference nodes via process-specific handles, identified by a simple integer. Communication to another Binder node cannot occur without first being given a reference to it by the process who created it or a process already holding a reference to it. Therefore, services wishing to offer other processes an RPC interface must register themselves with the userspace ServiceManager. The ServiceManager maintains a registry of Binder references corresponding to names given when the service was
registered. It is up to the service itself to decide whether or not a calling process has permission to make a particular RPC. Other features of the kernel include *ashmem*, a shared memory driver; *pmem*, a physically contiguous memory allocator used by devices like the GPU; an alarm driver, allowing the AlarmManagerService to schedule alarms that can trigger regardless of the machine’s sleep state; *wakelocks*, a power management feature used to keep the machine awake while a wake-lock is held and to sleep otherwise; and the Logger driver. When migrating between devices, the state of all these Android specific drivers must be considered.

### 2.3 Flux

We assume an environment that consists of many mobile devices running Flux. An app can be installed on some, but not necessarily all, mobile devices. The device on which the app is natively installed is called the *home* device. As shown in Figure 2.1, users in our environment can migrate any running app, along with all its active state, from its home device to other *guest* devices. We do not rely on any back-end (cloud) support or modifications to the app.

#### 2.3.1 Migration Life Cycle

Figure 2.3 shows that Flux consists of a number of components, which are highlighted in gray. We describe the high level role of each component in the context of a migratable app’s life cycle, as depicted in Figure 2.4: *Pairing*, *App Execution*, *Migration Out*, and *Migration In*.

**Pairing.** Before a user migrates an app from the home device to a guest device, Flux performs a one-time pairing operation that synchronizes the home device’s core framework and libraries to a custom location on the guest’s data partition. This is needed because the core framework and library binaries may differ across devices; the frameworks and libraries used by an app must remain the same before and after migration. The differences between these files are generally small. Consequently, the synchronization operation is performed efficiently since most files are linked against the identical files on the guest’s system partition. In our current implementation, we use *rsync* for synchronizing files and its `-link-dest` option for linking identical files.
Similarly, Flux also verifies and synchronizes the home device’s app binaries, known as Android Package Files (APKs), and app data files to the guest device. This includes any app-specific data directories residing on the SD card, but not general SD card data available to all apps with SD card access. Since apps may be updated frequently, the paired APK is verified prior to migration and updated if necessary.

As part of the pairing, Flux pseudo-installs the APK’s metadata on the guest with its PackageManagerService. This allows the guest to be aware of the app’s permissions and components but does not actually install the app data, such as the app executable and other resources. This pseudo-installed app acts as a wrapper when migrating in; additionally, it differentiates a migrated app on the guest device from the natively-installed version.

Due to the fragmentation of the Android market, app binaries are typically designed to run across a wide range of Android versions. However, if a particular APK requires an API level that
is incompatible with the software stack of the guest device, Flux informs the user the app cannot be migrated.

**App Execution.** During app execution, Flux selectively records an app’s interactions with system services through Binder’s IPC mechanism. This recording functionality, described in Section 2.3.2, uses framework-level *decorators* of the system services’ RPC interface. Additionally, the recording functionality is provided in core framework-supplied libraries and is transparent to the app. The recorded log is primarily used to restore the app-specific state of system services once the app has migrated to a guest device, avoiding the need to migrate these services along with the app. It is kept small by automatically discarding stale calls.

**Migration Out.** A user initiates a migration operation through a two-finger vertical swiping gesture. Flux’s first step is to use Android’s built-in mechanisms to free as much device-specific state
as possible. Specifically, Flux instructs apps to go to the background, which helps free drawing surfaces. Then, Flux triggers a low-memory condition, which further releases graphic-related resources. Finally, Flux extends OpenGL to remove any remaining vendor-library-specific state.

Next, Flux checkpoints the app’s process(es). Because the primary way in which Android apps interact with the rest of the system is through Android’s Binder IPC mechanism, Binder IPC state must be saved as part of the checkpoint. Flux achieves this using CRIA, as described in Section 2.3.3. Flux’s checkpoint includes not only per-process app state, but also the recorded log of calls made by the app to interact with system services. Once complete, the checkpoint image is compressed and sent to the guest device, along with the app’s data directory.

**Migration In.** To restore the app from the checkpoint on the guest device, Flux uses the wrapper app created at pairing time as a shell in which to restore the checkpointed image of the migrated app. The wrapper app is launched in a private virtual namespace for process identifiers to ensure that app processes see the same identifiers even if the underlying operating system identifiers may have changed. The wrapper app is also jailed to the previously synchronized filesystem containing the home device’s libraries and the app’s APK. Once complete, Flux restores the app from the checkpointed image, as discussed in Section 2.3.3, including re-establishing the same Binder state for the app so that the app sees the same Binder handles. To complete the integration of the app into the new guest environment, Flux informs the app of any changes to hardware, and replays the recorded service calls, as discussed in Section 2.3.2, for the guest device’s services to restore necessary state on behalf of the app, permitting the app to interact with system services right where it left off.

Flux does not restore the app’s original network state, but rather leverages the fact that mobile apps are typically built around transient wireless connectivity and therefore are designed to correctly handle connectivity changes. When restoring a migrated app, Flux informs it of a loss of connectivity and availability of a new connection, allowing the app to handle the connectivity interrupt in the normal way. Finally, the app is brought to the foreground so that it becomes visible and available for use by the user.
2.3.2 Selective Record/Adaptive Replay

Because system services are shared by many apps and may have device-specific implementations, it is not desirable to migrate the system services themselves. Instead the corresponding system services on the guest device should take over after the app has been migrated. One approach could be to add checkpoint and restore hooks to every service an app may interact with, thereby enabling the extraction and restoration of a service’s app-specific state. Doing so would be an overwhelming undertaking, requiring specialized knowledge of service and device implementation details that vary from one device to another. Instead of checkpoint-restore, Flux introduces Selective Record/Adaptive Replay.

In a straightforward implementation of record-replay to migrate app-specific state, all calls that update the app-specific state in system services are recorded, then deterministically replayed on the guest device with its system services. This approach, however, has three key problems. First, system services support a wide range of features, each with different behavioral semantics. A one-size-fits-all approach to recording service calls will not suffice. For some services, particularly those that interact with the user, e.g., notification or alarm, simply recording and replaying all service calls would result in an incorrect state, e.g., the user would see past notifications that he has already acknowledged. Second, computing resources on a mobile device are scarce. A straightforward record-replay mechanism may unnecessarily record/replay all calls, wasting scarce mobile resources during app execution and migration and introducing an unacceptable latency waiting for the entire log to be replayed. Third, services across devices may not be identical and, in some cases, not available. A straightforward record-replay mechanism assumes a homogeneous environment and does not adapt to device variations.

To address these problems, Flux introduces Selective Record/Adaptive Replay to only record and replay calls to system services that are relevant to reproducing the current app-specific state in the respective services. As shown in Figure 2.5, since apps interact with system services via Android’s Binder IPC mechanism, Selective Record simply interposes on the service interface calls used by Binder. These calls are based on standard APIs that are device independent, avoiding
Selective Record.

To capture the higher-level semantics from Android frameworks, Flux provides decorators that can be used by framework developers to instrument IPC service interface definitions. The decorators identify what calls should be recorded and how they affect the current state of the system. Our expectation is that the decorators are simple to use and require only minimal additions to existing frameworks. To further simplify the use of decorators, Flux takes advantage of interface definition languages (IDLs), which are commonly used to generate RPC interface serialization code. Flux extends the IDL to support decorators. Specifically, the Android IDL (AIDL), used for defining system service interfaces. For decorated interface methods, AIDL generates the necessary code to call our record function. The record function then asynchronously performs the
Table 2.1 lists the decorators that are supported by Flux. The syntax is modeled after Python’s decorators, hence the name. Each decorator indicates what action should be taken with the subsequent call. There are four basic constructs. The @record statement indicates that calls to the respective function should be recorded to the log. The @drop statement indicates that previous calls to the respective function should be discarded from the log. The @if statement is used to qualify a @drop statement to only discard previously recorded calls from the log if all arguments provided with the @if statement match. Finally, the @replayproxy statement is used during replay to indicate that an alternative proxy method should be used instead of replaying the actual recorded call, thereby modifying the resulting replay.

Table 2.2 provides a full listing of all the decorated Android services along with the number of lines of code (LOC) required, separated into those that manage hardware devices and those that do not. For comparison purposes, it also shows the number of methods for each service interface, which provides a loose measure of the complexity of the respective interface. Generally speaking, services with larger interfaces require more lines of code to decorate. A few services are not yet decorated in the current Flux prototype, so their LOC are indicated as TBD. Most services require less than 50 LOC, except for ActivityService and AudioService, which require 130 and 150 LOC, respectively. As shown in Table 2.2, these two services also have larger interfaces than other

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syntax</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>@record</td>
<td>Indicate that calls to this method should be recorded.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@drop [method name], ...</td>
<td>Remove all previous calls to this method.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@if [arg], ...</td>
<td>Qualifies @drop to only remove previous calls if all args given match.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@elif [arg], ...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@replayproxy [method]</td>
<td>When replaying, call proxy [method] instead of replaying the actual call.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>this</td>
<td>A keyword representing the current method being decorated.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Flux decoration syntax.
Table 2.2: Decorated services in Android comparing the number of methods for each service interface and the number of lines of Flux decorator code for the service.

Example: NotificationManager. The NotificationManager, the AIDL interface for the NotificationManagerService, is used by apps to post and maintain notifications displayed on the status bar and in the notification drawer. It provides a simple example of how selective recording is performed. To migrate the app state, we must record these notifications to the guest device along with the app. Figure 2.6 shows a portion of an IDL defined interface derived from Android’s actual NotificationManager, and Figure 2.7 shows the same definition with Flux decorations. The @record statement above enqueueNotification indicates that all calls to this function should be recorded. Inside the @record block above cancelNotification, the @if statement indicates that the n-tuple (id,) will be used as a signature to determine if a call to can-
interface INotificationManager {
    void enqueueNotification(int id,
            Notification notification);
    void cancelNotification(int id);
}

Figure 2.6: Simplified interface definition for NotificationManager.

interface INotificationManager {
    @record
    void enqueueNotification(int id,
            Notification notification);

    @record {
        @drop this, enqueueNotification;
        @if id;
    }
    void cancelNotification(int id);
}

Figure 2.7: Simplified interface definition for NotificationManager with Flux decorations.

celNotification matches the signature of any previous calls to methods in the @drop list. The @drop statement contains a list of interface methods whose effect on the device state will no longer matter if cancelNotification is called with a matching signature. If a signature matches, any matching previous calls will be removed from the record. this is a keyword in the drop list, indicating that the call to the decorated method cancelNotification, should not be recorded if there is a match. Note that, because of the simplicity of this example, the decorations comprise a substantial portion of the resulting lines of code of the interface. However, this represents a small percentage of the total number of lines of code generated by AIDL to implement the interface, and it also represents an even smaller percentage of the total number of lines of code to implement the actual service.

Adaptive Replay. Once an app has been migrated to a new device, changes to hardware state that can normally be modified by the user, such as the WiFi state, are replayed to any listeners the app has set up. Should the guest device not contain hardware that was previously in use, e.g., GPS, the user is given the option to allow communication with that device to continue to take place over the network.
To alter the replay as needed, the @replayproxy statement may be used to decorate service methods to indicate that when a particular method is called during replay, an alternative proxy method should be used instead. For example, a proxy method could be used to adjust volume levels of music being played in accordance with the relative volume level differences between the home and guest devices. This approach is specifically used to support services like the AlarmManagerService.

Example: AlarmManager. The AlarmManager, the AIDL interface for the AlarmManagerService, is used by apps to schedule tasks to be run at some point in the future. It provides an example of how an alternative proxy method is used on replay. In this case, knowing only the arguments to methods is insufficient for deciding which calls must be replayed. This is because alarms are set through an API call, but then typically expire with time, not by being explicitly removed through a subsequent API call. To set an alarm, an app calls the AlarmManager’s set API method, specifying a time for the alarm to go off and an Intent to be broadcast at that time. The app will have registered a BroadcastReceiver to listen for this Intent in order to accomplish whatever task the alarm was set for. If the app is not currently running when the alarm expires, it will be started prior to the Intent broadcast. To prematurely cancel an alarm, an app can call the remove API method, specifying the Intent previously passed to set. When migrating an app we must also migrate any previously set, and still active, alarms. Figure 2.8 shows a portion of an IDL defined interface derived from Android’s actual AlarmManager, and Figure 2.9 shows the same definition with Flux decorations. The decorations indicate that calls with the same operation argument to set and remove should be dropped from the record as either the alarm has been removed or replaced with a new alarm and the previous calls are no longer necessary or valid. However, if an alarm is set and not removed but triggered by the advancement of time, it is important to detect that the alarm has already been triggered and should not be triggered again. To handle this common case, the @replayproxy statement is used to indicate that when replaying calls, our alarmMgrSet method should be called instead of simply replaying the call. This method, as shown in Figure 2.10, will first verify if the alarm is still active and, if it is, replay the call using Java Reflection. The method
interface IAlarmManager {
    void set(int type, long triggerAtTime,
             in PendingIntent operation);
    void remove(in PendingIntent operation);
}

Figure 2.8: Simplified interface definition for AlarmManager.

interface IAlarmManager {
    @record {
        @drop this;
        @if operation;
        @replayproxy
            flux.recordreplay.Proxies.alarmMgrSet;
    }
    void set(int type, long triggerAtTime,
             in PendingIntent operation);

    @record {
        @drop this;
        @if operation;
    }
    void remove(in PendingIntent operation);
}

Figure 2.9: Simplified interface definition for AlarmManager with Flux decorations.

compares against the time of checkpoint rather than the current time to avoid missing an alarm set
to trigger while the app was mid-migration. This ensures that an alarm that is set for after the time
of checkpoint will be triggered as intended after migration.

Example: SensorService. The SensorService is used by apps to receive events from sensors, e.g.
accelerometers, gyroscopes, etc. It provides another example of using alternative proxy methods
on replay. In this case, API calls return handles to objects, such as Binder objects and socket de-
scriptors, which are used by apps; these return values are uncommon in app-facing Android system
services. To receive sensor events, an app asks the SensorService for a SensorEventConnection via
its createSensorEventConnection method. The SensorEventConnection is a Binder ob-
ject with an interface of its own that allows the app to enable desired sensors and receive a Unix
domain socket via a call to getSensorChannel, over which it will receive the sensor events on
via the SensorService.
void alarmMgrSet(Class alarmMgrClass,
    Object newAlarmMgr,
    String method, int type,
    long triggerAtTime,
    PendingIntent operation) {
    if (triggerAtTime <= checkpointTime)
        return;

    Method set = alarmMgrClass.getMethod("set");
    set.invoke(newAlarmMgr, type,
        triggerAtTime, operation);
}

Figure 2.10: Simplified proxy method for replaying IAlarmManager.set().

When replaying calls to the SensorService, SensorEventConnection objects must be restored. This requires that the calls return the same handles to SensorEventConnection objects that the app was using before migration to ensure that the app continues to function properly after migration. Specifically, the Binder handle representing a SensorEventConnection and its respective Unix domain socket descriptor should remain the same after migration. To do this for the Binder object, a @replayproxy method is created for replaying the createSensorEventConnection call. The arguments supplied to this proxy method include the return value of the recorded call (the Binder handle representing a SensorEventConnection). This allows the proxy method to call the new device’s SensorService to receive a new SensorEventConnection and map it to the correct Binder handle. Previously recorded calls to the SensorEventConnection will then be replayed. Similarly, to maintain the same descriptor for the Unix domain socket, a @replayproxy method is created for the SensorEventConnection’s getSensorChannel call. This proxy will make the same call to the new SensorEventConnection’s getSensorChannel method, obtaining a new connection with the SensorService (and by extension the Sensor). It will then dup2 this descriptor into the original socket descriptor, reserved during restoration of the app.

Table 2.2 shows that although there are only 6 methods for the SensorService, it requires over 90 lines of code to decorate. The extra complexity here is due to the fact that this service is written natively in C++ and AIDL does not support generation of native code. The record/replay code that would normally be generated automatically through Flux’s decoration syntax must be written by
hand, requiring more care and time than would otherwise be needed. In the future, AIDL can be extended to support generating native C++ code [29].

2.3.3 Checkpoint/Restore In Android (CRIA)

To support migration of an app’s processes, Flux extends traditional checkpoint-restart mechanisms [30, 31, 32, 33, 5] in a manner that leverages the characteristics of Android to save the core state of the app on one device and restore it on another; we call this Checkpoint-Restore In Android (CRIA). There are four types of app state to consider for checkpointing: process, device, filesystem, and network state. As discussed in Section 2.3.1, filesystem state is synced across devices and network state is simply re-established on the guest device after migration so that it appears simply as a loss of connectivity to apps, which are expected to handle such interruptions on mobile devices. We focus here on checkpointing process and device state.

**Process State.** CRIA builds on the Checkpoint/Restore in Userspace (CRIU) project [30], which is supported in the mainline Linux kernel. Hooks in the kernel allow CRIU to transparently obtain and inject all necessary internal kernel state required to represent the state of a running process. As part of restarting the app after migration, the app is encapsulated in a private virtual namespace [5] to ensure that operating system resource identifiers such as process identifiers remain the same, even if the same numerical identifiers are already in use on the guest system.

CRIA extends CRIU to take into consideration Android-specific device drivers: Binder, Log- ger, ashmem, pmem, and wakelocks. Of these, Binder required the most support. As shown in Figure 2.11, to capture dependencies that result from the use of Binder, CRIA checkpoints and restores three types of Binder connections: (1) internal app, (2) external system services, and (3) external non-system services. App processes contain handles that refer to various Binder connections. CRIA checkpoints the Binder state of each app process, including Binder handles, references and buffers, and notes which references are internal versus external to system services, including recording the association between references to system services and those service names.

The restore process is different depending on the type of connection. For Binder connections
that are internal to the app, CRIA restores both ends of the connections. For Binder connections between the app and external system services, CRIA establishes new Binder connections with the same system services running on the guest device. CRIA asks the ServiceManager on the guest device for references to the equivalent new system services and injects those references in Binder with the previously issued handle identifier. For example, if the app references the NotificationManagerService using reference \( id = 2 \), it can continue to do so even on a new device with a different NotificationManagerService. This process only restores the connection between an app and various system services via Binder. As described in Section 2.3.2, app-specific state maintained by system services is restored via Selective Record/Adaptive Replay.

It is also possible that an app may have external Binder connections that connect to non-system services, such as non-system apps. A variety of solutions are possible to address this case, including migrating both connected apps or tethering the migrated app back to the home device. However, we have not encountered any such apps. For simplicity, CRIA currently checks for whether such Binder connections exist and if so, informs the user that the app cannot be migrated.

Support for the other Android-specific device drivers, Logger, ashmem, pmem, and wakelocks
was relatively straightforward. Adding support for the Android Logger driver required few changes since the device is used like any regular file and does not persist per-process state. Although direct support for ashmem is straightforward to implement, its use is limited. ashmem is primarily used by Dalvik to name memory regions. For the sake of simplicty, we modified Dalvik to use mmap for obtaining memory instead of ashmem. After this, we did not encounter other instances of apps using ashmem at the time of checkpoint, so direct support for ashem was not needed. Similar to ashmem, CRIA support for pmem is not necessary due to freeing resources prior to checkpointing. Finally, CRIA support is not needed for wakelocks and alarms as these are only used by Android system services; therefore, their process-specific state is handled by Selective Record/Adaptive Replay.

**Device State.** Checkpointing device-specific state is especially difficult on mobile devices because of the lack of hardware standards in these vertically integrated platforms. In Android, there are two cases: (1) devices are used indirectly by apps via system services that manage those devices, and (2) devices are used directly by apps. As described in Section 2.3.2, Selective Record/Adaptive Replay addresses the migration of device state in the first case.

For the second case, the GPU is the only device used directly by Android apps. Migration of graphical context is difficult given the complexity of the hardware and software and the substantial amount of app and device-specific state involved. However, because using the GPU involves consuming substantial system resources, most mobile operating systems have support for dynamically removing and restoring GPU-related resources. CRIA leverages and extends this support to avoid the need to checkpoint and restore GPU-related state, dramatically simplifying the management of device state for migration. CRIA repurposes three types of Android mechanisms: background execution, low-memory condition, and conditional initialization.

CRIA leverages Android’s background execution mechanism by instructing apps to revert to running in the background prior to being migrated. Because background apps are not visible to the user, various state associated with the visible interface of apps is not needed. By having an app run in the background, CRIA causes at least a partial removal of drawing surfaces and contexts
corresponding to the visible state of an app. However, other graphical hardware resources and OpenGL contexts will still be retained.

To eliminate the dependencies on the GPU hardware, CRIA leverages Android’s low-memory mechanisms, which can force apps to free graphics-related resources. CRIA invokes a trim memory request for the migrating app with the highest severity level via Android’s ActivityThread’s `handleTrimMemory` method. `handleTrimMemory` requests that the WindowManager trim its memory via a `startTrimMemory` RPC method. This invokes the HardwareRenderer’s `startTrimMemory` method causing its caches to be flushed, and then invokes all ViewRoots’ `terminateHardwareResources` method. This then calls the HardwareRenderer’s `destroyHardwareResources` and `destroy` methods causing all hardware rendering resources associated with those ViewRoots to be destroyed, the Canvas removed, and disables the renderer. ActivityThread will then call WindowManager’s `endTrimMemory` method, which in-turn terminates all OpenGL contexts causing the HardwareRenderer to terminate and uninitialize OpenGL once all contexts are gone. The ViewRoot of the app is also destroyed, removing device-specific state that reference the ViewRoot.

Once completed, this leaves only a small amount of lingering native, graphics-related, vendor-library specific initialization state that must be removed. To do so, we extend Android’s native OpenGL library with an `eglUnload` function. This is called after the HardwareRenderer is terminated and is used to completely unload the linked vendor-specific graphics libraries which are tied to the specific graphics hardware on the respective device, allowing for any new vendor-specific OpenGL library to be loaded when necessary.

Once an app is migrated and is being restored, CRIA leverages conditional initialization used by Android. Because Android is event-driven, various state used by apps is initialized on demand at time of use by checking first if the state is initialized before using it. CRIA reinitializes graphical context via the same initialization routines as used when starting an app. It takes advantage of conditional initialization to ensure that initialization is performed automatically due to the state of all objects appearing as if they were just created. Once graphics objects have been recreated and/or
initialized, all Views will be in an invalid state, forcing them to be redrawn as they were prior to migrating. An important benefit of this approach is that, because graphics state is reinitialized and redrawn on the guest device, the resulting device-specific state is customized for the guest device.

2.3.4 Discussion

In our design, we made several decisions to simplify the system’s role in managing consistency between devices. At the same time, we considered the impacts of the diversity of the Android framework and “future-proofing” Flux against changing versions.

Native vs. Guest Apps. Our current design differentiates native apps from migrated apps. This is because one cannot easily, and may not desire to, merge two running app instances, one that could be running natively and one that is being migrated. Thus, until the migrated app is brought back to its home device, an icon for the migrated app will exist on the guest device’s launcher screen allowing for the user to resume the migrated app even after its been stopped.

Cross-Device App State Consistency. Once an app is migrated, it is guaranteed to have the latest and consistent snapshot of app state. When the user is finished with the app on the guest device, he may initiate a migration of the app back to its home device, thus resolving the inconsistency of app state between the two devices. If the user attempts to start the migrated app on the home device without having migrated it back, he is prompted with a message asking if he would like the app state from the guest device to be synced back to the home device or proceed while losing modified state on the guest device. Until an app has been migrated back to its home device, any security credentials allowing it to access online accounts will persist on the guest device until expiration or manual revocation.

Supporting Different Android Versions. Flux is capable of migrating apps between different kernel versions and minor Android version differences. Support for migration across major versions of Android would need to address two key challenges. The first is that an app using features only found in a newer Android API will be unable to migrate to an older version lacking those
features. It would be difficult to surmount this obstacle and doing so would likely place a dependency on the source device, e.g., require that the target device continue to use some of the source’s services over the network. The second is that the private APIs of services used internally by the framework must maintain backward compatibility with previous versions. Currently, these APIs are commonly changed by Google in between versions.

**Limitations.** Apps that request their OpenGL context persist while in the background are unsupported by Flux. Apps are able to do this in Android by calling GLSurfaceView’s `setPreserveEGLContextOnPause` method. Doing so allows them to cache textures, shaders, etc. in graphics memory so there is no display delay once the app moves back into the foreground. The downside of this is that the app consumes resources even while not visible and as such the feature is not commonly used. Unfortunately, if the context never goes away and apps expect it to remain, they may not use conditional reinitialization relied upon by Flux. Completely unloading and reloading graphics state becomes problematic in this case.

Apps that request to be run in multiple processes are currently unsupported by Flux. Because multi-process apps are relatively rare, this feature was simply not yet implemented. It can be added with modest additional engineering effort, as CRIU already supports checkpointing an entire process tree.

Migrating an app while it is interacting with a ContentProvider is currently unsupported, e.g., when an app is receiving data after querying the system for contacts information. In Android, data intended for use by multiple apps, such as contacts, can be shared using ContentProviders. ContentProviders expose an API similar to databases, with methods such as query, insert, and delete. This API is accessible via Binder and ContentProviders are essentially Binder services with short-lived app connections. As such, it should be possible to leverage Flux’s Selective Record/Adaptive Replay for support, but due to the limited time frame during which an app is typically interacting with ContentProviders and the likelihood of it interfering with migration, we have not yet implemented or exhaustively explored support for this.

Only app-specific SD card data directories are migrated along with an app. Due to this, apps
accessing common SD card data at the time of migration will fail to migrate. Due to the potential size and quantity of files on the SD card, transferring them all is undesirable. Automatically transferring any open SD card files along with the app would allow these apps to migrate successfully, but any other common SD card files they were expecting to access would no longer be available. A potential solution could be to migrate the app and mount the home device’s common SD card data as a network file system prior to restoring it, but this may not give the user the desired, or expected behavior.

**Applying Flux to other mobile platforms.** Although Flux is tailored to Android, the general design is applicable beyond it. Flux relies on three key platform characteristics: devices are utilized through system services and interacted with through a single IPC mechanism, app graphical resources can be released while the app is in the background, and the availability of an extensible checkpoint/restore mechanism. The first is a common mobile OS design paradigm. The third can always be overcome through engineering effort, and should be available for most Linux-based mobile OSes through CRIU. The second is perhaps the most problematic as any OS that does not already operate in this manner cannot easily be changed without breaking existing apps. For example, although iOS disallows apps from making OpenGL calls while in the background, apps are allowed to, and commonly do, retain their GL context. Removing their context while in the background would likely break most iOS apps. Existing work on checkpointing and restoring OpenGL state could be leveraged and improved upon to work around this requirement [34].

### 2.4 Evaluation

We have implemented a Flux prototype in Android and demonstrated its complete functionality in migrating unmodified Android apps across different Android devices, including the LG Electronics produced Google Nexus 4 phone and different hardware versions of the ASUS produced Google Nexus 7 tablet. The prototype has been tested to work with multiple versions of Android, including KitKat, the most recent version at the time of our evaluation. In migrating apps across devices with different screen sizes, Flux seamlessly migrates Android apps from home to guest
We quantitatively measured the performance of our unoptimized prototype migrating and running a wide range of popular Android apps from Google Play. Our measurements were obtained using a Nexus 4 phone (Qualcomm Snapdragon S4 Pro APQ8064, Adreno 320 GPU, 2 GB RAM, 768x1280 pixel IPS LCD), a Nexus 7 (2012) tablet (NVIDIA Tegra 3 T30L, ULP GeForce GPU, 1 GB RAM, 1280x800 pixel IPS LCD), and two Nexus 7 (2013) tablets (Qualcomm Snapdragon S4 Pro APQ8064, Adreno 320 GPU, 2 GB RAM, 1920x1200 pixel IPS LCD). The Flux implementation used for our measurements was based on the Android Open Source Project (AOSP) version 4.4.2, the most recent version available at the time our measurements were taken.

To measure the cost of migration, we installed and ran eighteen different apps from the listing of top free Android apps from Google Play, including Candy Crush Saga, the long-standing most popular free game on Android. Table 2.3 lists the apps we used, along with a brief description of the workload used for each app. To demonstrate the ability of Flux to migrate across heterogeneous Android devices, we migrated these apps across all four Android devices in four different

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>WORKLOAD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bible</td>
<td>View page of the Bible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bubble Witch Saga</td>
<td>Play witch-themed puzzle game</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candy Crush Saga</td>
<td>Play candy-themed puzzle game</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eBay</td>
<td>View online auction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flappy Bird</td>
<td>Play obstacle game</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surpax Flashlight</td>
<td>Use LED flashlight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GroupOn</td>
<td>View discount offer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>Browse a friend’s photos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netflix</td>
<td>Browse available movies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinterest</td>
<td>Explore “pinned” items of interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snapchat</td>
<td>Take photo and compose text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skype</td>
<td>View contact status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>View a user’s Tweets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vine</td>
<td>Browse a user’s video feed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subway Surfers</td>
<td>Play fast-paced obstacle game</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>Post comment on news feed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WhatsApp</td>
<td>Send text to friend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZEDGE</td>
<td>Browse ringtones and select one</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: Top free Android apps and how they were used prior to migrating.

device, including refreshing the app display to match the resolution of the target device.
combinations: (1) Nexus 7 (2013) tablet to Nexus 7 (2013) tablet to show migration using the same
type of device on both sides, (2) Nexus 4 phone to Nexus 7 (2013) tablet to show migration from a
smaller screen phone to a larger screen tablet, (3) Nexus 7 tablet to Nexus 7 (2013) tablet to show
migration across two devices with very different hardware (GPUs, etc.) and kernel versions (3.1
and 3.4, respectively), and (4) Nexus 7 tablet to Nexus 4 phone to show migration from a larger
screen tablet to a smaller screen phone, again with very different hardware and kernel versions.
All devices were connected to a campus WiFi network. Before performing any migrations, all four
devices were paired with one another.

Before and after each migration, a user used each app on the respective device based on the re-
spective app workload. All but two of the apps, Facebook and Subway Surfers, were migrated suc-
cessfully across all four different device combinations, with the visual layout of each app adapted
to the screen size of the respective device after migration. Facebook could not be migrated because
it is one of the few apps that is multi-process, and the Flux prototype currently does not support
multi-process apps. Subway Surfer could not be migrated because it requests that its EGL context
persist, a limitation discussed in Section 2.3.3. We provide detailed measurements for migrating
the other sixteen apps to quantify the cost of migration.

Figure 2.12 shows the time required to migrate each of the apps across all four device combi-
nations. Figure 2.13 shows the percentage breakdown of average migration times across the four
device combinations. We breakdown the migration time into five stages: (1) preparation involves
putting the app in the background to eliminate app-specific device state, (2) checkpoint involves
checkpointing the app and its recorded log, (3) transfer involves verifying and syncing necessary
file system state and sending the checkpoint image from one device to the other, (4) restore in-
volves restoring the app from the checkpoint image, and (5) reintegration involves replaying calls
to system services and bringing the app back to the foreground. The relative cost of each migration
stage is fairly constant, with data transfer time dominating the cost of migration. As shown, over
half the time on average is spent on the data and image transfer over WiFi.
Figure 2.12: Overall migration times.

Figure 2.13: Breakdown of time spent during migration.
Across all shown devices and apps, migrations required 7.88 seconds to complete on average. This is inclusive of the time required for data transfer in a congested, urban environment, as well as the preparation and checkpoint stages. However, the preparation and checkpoint stages will largely go unnoticed as they occur while the user is presented with the migration target menu and they make their choice. This results in a user-perceived average migration time closer to 5.8 seconds. Given that the data transfer stage is bound by the network bandwidth, it will continually improve as devices and wireless technologies evolve. For example, the latest mobile devices, such as the Google Nexus 5, feature 802.11ac wireless adapters. On 802.11ac capable networks, these devices can significantly outperform the 802.11n performance of the evaluated devices, especially the Nexus 7, which is only capable of operating on the extremely congested 2.4Ghz band. In the future, the data transfer stage could also be greatly reduced by deferring memory transfer using techniques such as post copy supplemented with adaptive pre-paging [35]. This also allows for the data transfer cost to be partially overlapped with the restore and reintegration stages. Looking ahead, to get a better idea of the potential migration times, Figure 2.14 shows the user-perceived time required for migration excluding data transfer, an average of 1.35 seconds. Note that our
prototype is not fully optimized and various migration stages can be improved. For example, Flux currently implements an unoptimized preparation for checkpoint that depends on the Android task idler to stop the app after we have placed it into the background.

Figure 2.15 shows the average data transferred to migrate each of the apps between devices. We also show the APK size of each app for reference. The amount of data transferred is dominated by the size of the checkpoint image, and in our tests, the compressed data directories sync and record log never exceeded a combined 200KB. None of the migrations required transferring more than 14MB of state during the data transfer stage. Comparing Figure 2.15 with Figure 2.12, the migration times are generally correlated with the data transfer sizes. We can loosely say that the larger the app’s install size is, the longer it can be expected to take to migrate.

To demonstrate that the recording costs of Flux are modest, we ran the Quadrant Standard [36] and SunSpider [37] benchmarks on both Flux and vanilla Android. Figure 2.16 shows the results of running the benchmarks on all three types of devices normalized to AOSP and indicates that the overhead is negligible in all cases.

To get a real-world idea of the challenges Flux faces, both in migration performance and sup-
port of apps, we analyzed several hundred thousand free Android apps in Google Play. We lever-
egaged PlayDrone [38] to crawl the Google Play store, download the metadata and APKs for a
collection of 488,259 apps, and decompiled the APKs to analyze their sources. Since Flux cannot
migrate apps which choose to always retain their graphical context, we parsed the sources to iden-
tify those that explicitly call Android’s \texttt{setPreserveEGLContextOnPause}. Of the roughly
half million apps we downloaded, this call is only made by 3,300 of them. This indicates that
only a small percentage of the apps in Google Play use this feature, and that the Flux approach is
expected to work for the vast majority of apps.

Since the cost of pairing devices before migration involves transferring APKs, we also analyzed
the collection of apps in Google Play to measure their installation sizes, information included in
the metadata associated with each app. To verify that the installation size is a good measure of
the actual size of the app APKs, we looked at a random selection of APKs from Google Play
and compared their actual size to the installation size. The installation size and actual APK size
matched in all cases. Figure 2.17 shows the cumulative distribution function of all the apps versus
their installation size. Roughly 60\% of the apps are less than 1 MB in size, and roughly 90\% of

Figure 2.16: Quadrant Standard and SunSpider benchmark results normalized to AOSP.
We also measured the pairing costs for the various devices we used for migration. Pairing consists of a constant data cost component and a cost that scales linearly with the number of installed apps and their install size. The constant data is comprised of a device’s system libraries, frameworks and apps. When pairing a Nexus 7 to a Nexus 7 (2013), both running KitKat, the total constant data size that must be synced was 215MB. After accounting for identical files on the target device that can be hard-linked, this is reduced to 123MB. The compressed delta that must be transferred is 56MB.

2.5 Related Work

Application migration has been extensively studied across a broad range of desktop and server computing systems. Many research operating systems (OSes) have implemented support for process migration, including Accent [39], Amoeba [40], Chorus [41], DEMOS/MP [42], MOSIX [43], Sprite [44], and V [45]. These OSes provide a global namespace and location transparent execution allowing processes to migrate freely across machines. Migrated processes often rely on their home machine for IPC, open files, and system calls, forever tethering them to another machine. None of these approaches are designed for mobile devices, and do not address the key device heterogeneity
problems to support migration on mobile devices.

Arguably the most popular migration approach today is VM migration, leveraging virtual machine monitors (VMMs) to virtualize at the hardware level and encapsulate an entire OS [46, 47]. These approaches are used in server and cloud environments, where whole OS virtualization and migration is practical and works well. However, using VMs on mobile devices has been problematic, as existing approaches [48] provide no effective mechanism to enable apps running in VMs to directly leverage hardware device features without substantial performance degradation, especially for apps using 3D accelerated graphics [11, 49]. As a result, no VM-based solutions exist for enabling app migration across commodity smartphones and tablets.

There has been significant research in checkpoint-restore approaches which have been used for migration, spanning the application-level [50, 51, 52], library-level [53, 54], library OS-level [55, 56] and kernel-level [57, 58, 7, 59, 60, 33, 5]. None of these approaches work for commodity smartphones and tablets, and do not address the key device heterogeneity problems to support migration on mobile devices. Application-level mechanisms [61, 62], while efficient, are non-transparent, require application-level modifications, and may require nonstandard programming languages [63].

Library checkpoint-restart mechanisms require that applications be compiled or relinked against special libraries. Unlike Flux, such approaches do not capture important parts of the system state, such as interprocess communication and process dependencies through the OS, and do not support significant changes in underlying hardware or the plethora of devices found in mobile platforms.

Library OS approaches encapsulate an entire OS at the user-level to make checkpoint-restore of OS and application state easier across desktop computers, but rely on remote display mechanisms [55], limiting graphics performance. It is unclear how these systems might support app migration across mobile devices. Like distributed OSes, the hard part is migrating across heterogeneous graphics hardware; any library OS attempting to migrate from a desktop to a tablet would need to adopt exactly the kind of mechanisms that are provided by the Flux solution.

Kernel-level approaches include those that require entirely new OSes [57, 58], limiting their
deployment, and those that work with commodity OSes such as Linux [7, 33, 5], which led to the current CRIU checkpoint-restore support in Linux [30]. Flux builds on CRIU but specifically targets mobile devices, focusing on providing the necessary hooks to extract and reintegrate application state from Android-specific software device drivers, as well as interactions with system services, and hardware devices to support migration across disparate devices.

Recently, an Android-specific checkpoint-restore project was created for restoring the Android Zygote process for faster booting [64]. However, the project does not support checkpoint-restore of interactive or GUI-based processes and therefore does not support Android apps, supports only same-device checkpoint and restoration, and does not support interaction with hardware devices.

There has also been significant research in record-replay approaches [65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71], in some cases to even replicate application state across different computers [72]. Unlike Flux, these systems assume a homogeneous environment and are not designed to allow replay with any modifications to the recorded execution.

Other approaches enable replay with varying degrees of modifications from the recorded execution. Crosscut [73] can reduce the information recorded in a log so that, for example, sensitive information can be purged before replay. Scribe [74] replays a recorded application execution until a specified point, and then transitions to live execution instead of replaying the rest of the log. Racepro [75] detects process races due to dependencies in the ordering of system calls by recording an application execution to a log, identifying a pair of system calls that may be racy, truncating the log at the occurrence of the pair of system calls, inverting their order, and replaying the truncated log with the reordered system calls. A few record-replay systems allow new code to be run while replaying a recorded execution [76, 66]. However, this new code cannot have any side effects on the program. More recently, Dora [77] allows transparent mutable replay of application execution even when applications change. Recent work also applies record-replay to graphical contexts by leveraging a record-prune-replay mechanism capable of restoring an OpenGL state by replaying the minimal number of calls necessary [34]. Flux differs from previous approaches in that it targets mobile service invocations and leverages their semantics to guarantee correctness as device state
changes, adapts to changes in hardware, and is much lighter weight, making it more suitable for mobile devices.

### 2.6 Summary

Moving computation across glass surfaces has been the vision of science fiction for decades. Recent advances in mobile device computing capacity as well as the proliferation of glass surfaces in cell phones, phablets, tablets, smart TVs, and smart watches, all running similar OSs, will likely enable new forms of computing interactions that extend beyond a single device. We have demonstrated that such experiences are indeed possible with Flux. A user can move apps—mid execution—across Android-based mobile and tablet devices. Our design focused on minimizing the intrusiveness on existing mobile OS stacks and apps. At same time, we wanted to leverage the clean separation between apps and services within a mobile OS to allow for a fluid migration experience where apps can gracefully adapt to changes in hardware devices. We have showed that many popular apps can be migrated without any modifications. In the process, we have fully captured the various overheads in migrating an app.
Chapter 3: AnDrone: Virtual Drone Computing in the Cloud

3.1 Introduction

Recent advancements in drone technology have allowed the use of drones, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), in applications from aerial photography to package delivery, as well as a wide array of surveying, inspection, and security applications. Smaller, feature limited consumer drones have become more affordable and user-friendly, but still maintain a steep learning curve, requiring significant time investment before becoming proficient in their use and remain prohibitively expensive for infrequent use. Larger and more capable drones remain expensive and out of reach for most consumers, both in terms of cost and complexity. For all drones, users must learn and follow regulations such as where drones can and cannot fly, registration, and licensing, increasing the burden placed on users wanting to use a drone, particularly those with only the occasional use for them. As drone usage continues to rise [78], it is likely that these burdens will only further increase as the need to manage limited airspace only grows. These operational costs coupled with the limited flying time available with most drones due to energy constraints make the time that a drone is actually flying quite valuable. Each flight should be leveraged to its fullest to offset these costs, but despite this, drones today are typically monotasking with a single task assigned for each flight. Given two tasks, there will be two separately owned drones used, each requiring proficient operators and airspace to operate, even if the two tasks would involve the same flight path.

To address these challenges and make drones more widely available, we introduce AnDrone. AnDrone is a drone-as-a-service solution that makes drones accessible in the cloud to interested third parties. With companies like Amazon, UPS, and DHL investigating mass rollouts of delivery drones [79, 80, 81], AnDrone can enable these drones to also be made available to interested third-parties via the cloud to provide additional services. A drone previously tasked with a simple
delivery can now simultaneously survey vehicle traffic conditions for a local news company while en route to a delivery, routinely survey a construction site’s progress, or photograph a property for a real estate agent. AnDrone enables these use cases without requiring the user to obtain additional hardware or have in-depth knowledge about drones.

AnDrone provides third-party users with lightweight virtual drones that can be configured in the cloud with various apps and services of interest to a user, then safely deployed and multiplexed on real drone hardware. With AnDrone, multiple third-party virtual drones may run simultaneously and continuously throughout a single physical flight as the drone travels from one waypoint to another. At each waypoint, the virtual drone can be given control of the drone and additional device access can be granted allowing the virtual drone to complete any required tasks. AnDrone takes advantage of the observation that computational costs on drones are cheap compared to the operational and energy costs of putting drones in the air, making it very efficient to multiplex multiple virtual drones on a physical drone to maximize the utility of drone flight time.

AnDrone introduces a novel Linux container architecture to support and isolate different drone execution environments. Unlike, traditional hardware virtualization approaches [4, 3, 2, 82], AnDrone’s lightweight container approach [83, 5] pairs well with drone hardware that tends to lack hardware virtualization support and be resource constrained given size, weight, power, and cost considerations. Each virtual drone has its own containerized Android Things environment with which to run its tasks and can provide online interactive access to the drone during flight. AnDrone utilizes Android Things [84] to offer users a familiar and well-known environment with many existing apps, and developers the ability to leverage a large existing base of code, libraries, development tools, and resources, all tailored for Internet of Things (IoT) systems such as drones. To control physical device access to isolate virtual drones from one another and preserve drone hardware safety, AnDrone introduces a device container for managing and multiplexing device access and a real-time Linux flight container for drone flight control.

The device container isolates devices from virtual drones by encapsulating all physical drone devices in a separate isolated execution environment. Only the device container has access to
physical devices, allowing it to be used to gate and multiplex access to those devices from virtual drones. Isolating devices in their own execution environment is made possible by leveraging how apps in Android Things interact with devices via higher-level system services [85]. These services allow apps to be transparently decoupled from low-level device implementations and interfaces so that devices can be separated from the rest of the Android Things execution environment. Unlike other container-based hardware multiplexing approaches [11], our approach requires no explicit per-device support, significantly reducing the effort needed to support new platforms and devices. The device container further creates the illusion for the physical devices that each such device is only being used by one task at a time, providing easy compatibility with existing drone-specific software and hardware stacks which are often not designed to support multiplexing. By allowing virtual drones to remain independent of physical devices, they can also be easily moved as needed to different physical hardware.

The flight container mirrors the device container approach and isolates the critical real-time flight software stack from virtual drones by encapsulating all flight control logic in a separate isolated execution environment. Only the flight container has access to the physical hardware for flight control, allowing it to be used to gate and multiplex access to flight control from virtual drones. The flight container also allows a different execution environment for the flight software stack, which is crucial for software compatibility as it is based on real-time Linux, not Android. A simple network proxy-based approach enables Android Things virtual drones to interoperate with the real-time Linux flight container.

AnDrone leverages its device and flight containers to provide location-based and conditional drone control. Access to devices such as cameras, camera gimbals, sensors, and GPS can be conditionally granted to virtual drones. Similarly, virtual drones can be geofenced and restricted to operating within a defined set of control parameters. This is used to provide device isolation among virtual drones; a virtual drone restricted to operate in one locale can be prevented from operating in another. This is also used to provide operational safety, for example disallowing overly aggressive maneuvers and enforcing obstacle avoidance. Drone providers can customize
the degree of control a user is given over a drone, even restricting it to only operating in a guided mode wherein the drone can only be given destination coordinates and a velocity with which to reach it. With various device restrictions possible, multiple third parties may securely run tasks throughout a single flight and operate a drone in-turn, without interference with each other or the flight stack, fully maximizing the potential of a drone’s flight.

We have implemented an AnDrone prototype supporting multiple Android Things virtual drones on drone hardware based on the Raspberry Pi 3 Model B [86] and Emlid Navio2 [87] daughterboard. Our experimental results demonstrate runtime performance overhead of less than 1.5% for a single virtual drone, a negligible effect on drone energy usage, the ability to multiplex multiple virtual drones while ensuring low-latency performance within 300µs of an idle system and sufficient to meet the real-time requirements of drone flight, and that untrusted third-party software may run in virtual drones without undue risk to the physical drone.

3.2 Usage Model

With AnDrone, users with little to no drone experience can obtain a virtual drone equipped with premade apps to control the drone to accomplish a desired task. For basic drone service, users interface with the AnDrone web portal to order and configure a virtual drone, AnDrone assigns the virtual drone to a physical drone to perform the desired task, then the data from the drone is uploaded back to the AnDrone web portal for the user to access. More advanced options are also available, for example to provide interactive control of the drone during flight.

To order a virtual drone, a user accesses the AnDrone web portal, shown in Figure 3.1, selects one or more waypoints, locations where the drone should go, and specifies a desired date and time range for using the drone. A list of possible drone types available is then presented for selection, e.g. drones specializing in obtaining video, drones equipped with specialized sensors, etc. Apps can then be uploaded on to the virtual drone, including by selecting from existing apps available in the AnDrone app store. For example a real estate agent who wants aerial photography of a house can go to the AnDrone app store and find an app that will do this. It could be a basic
app that simply circles a geographic location, a more advanced app leveraging computer vision to obtain better results, or even a service-based app offering another company’s pilot to manually obtain results. AnDrone leverages Android Things to make it easy for both app developers and users to build on a familiar and established app ecosystem.

Once an app has been selected, the user will use the portal to supply the app with any arguments it requires, e.g., an area on a map to survey. Any further interaction with the drone or app after take off is app-specific. The app may supply a front-end that the user can run on their smartphone or in a web browser to see additional status information or make additional input, or it may act fully autonomously and simply offer the user files it generates. The virtual drone will return flight control once it has completed its task. The user will be informed once the drone has finished its flight, and emailed a link to any files the app generated for them.

If a user requires more advanced functionality, direct access to the virtual drone can be provided.
instead of just specifying an app to run. When ordering a virtual drone for advanced usage, the user also specifies any devices they need access to and whether they need access to those devices both at and between waypoints or just while operating at a waypoint. If immediate usage is requested of a virtual drone, AnDrone will provide the user with an estimated operating window of when to expect the drone to arrive at the first waypoint so the user can then take over control of the drone. If the user is flexible with regard to when the drone launches, AnDrone will provide an estimated operating window a day in advance of the flight to confirm if it is acceptable to the user. Once the drone takes off, the user is notified via email or text message and the portal provides access information for the virtual drone, notably its IP address and port information and how the user may connect to it, much like any recently deployed cloud-based server. The user can then access the virtual drone remotely and run tasks on the virtual drone throughout the entirety of its flight, but flight control is only provided to the user at the specified waypoints of the virtual drone. If flight control is not requested at a waypoint, AnDrone will simply fly the drone on to the next waypoint after arrival. Such waypoints are useful to, e.g. guide a virtual drone along a highway to survey traffic. If flight control is given, the user may return control of the drone at any time via the portal or an app running in their virtual drone. Like other Android systems, device access is provided by Android drone apps. For example, an app running on the drone can forward the camera feed to a client app running on the user’s smartphone. All communication between the drone and the user takes place via a cellular internet connection.

It would be unsafe to not enforce restrictions on a virtual drone’s control of a physical drone. So once AnDrone hands over control to the virtual drone, the drone is geofenced and restricted to operating within a defined set of control parameters. The extent of these restrictions is flexible and can include multiple aspects of drone flight. For example overly aggressive maneuvers can be disallowed, forced obstacle avoidance can be added, flight modes can be restricted, etc. This allows for a range of functionality varying from allowing users full control of the drone with only basic restrictions on extreme maneuvers, to only allowing the drone to operate in a mode such that it is given destination coordinates and a velocity with which to reach it. With such restrictions the
drone can still be pathed wherever the user wants, but always in a predictable manner. The size
of the geofence that is applied to the drone is requested by the user up to a maximum size when
ordering the drone via the AnDrone portal, with a default size provided.

In addition, AnDrone’s containerized design in combination with its device access control en-
sures privacy and isolation among virtual drones. For example, it is possible that a user A’s virtual
drone has multiple waypoints and requests access to devices such as the camera while the drone is
operating between them. While routing between these waypoints, another user B’s virtual drone
waypoint may be visited. In such cases, for privacy and conflicting device control reasons, user
A’s device access will be suspended by default until the drone has finished at user B’s waypoint.
AnDrone assumes that a user would generally not want another party to have access to the drone’s
camera or microphone while operating at the user’s waypoint.

Like all cloud resources, AnDrone billing is based on usage, but unlike, e.g. a cloud server
where time can be used as the billing unit, a drone’s flight time is limited and can vary greatly
with both the type of drone and how the drone is operated. AnDrone can bill traditional cloud
services such as storage or network bandwidth based on regular usage, but bills drone usage based
on energy consumption, like a traditional energy utility service. Energy is used for billing drone
usage because of its direct correlation with the most critical resource for drones, as well as the
ability to leverage the familiarity of energy utility pricing. Estimates of flight time based on energy
usage [88, 89, 90, 91, 92] are provided to the users when ordering a drone and the user’s spec-
ify a maximum billing charge, which in turn specifies the maximum energy the user’s drone can
consume at their waypoints.

It is possible that the task a user wishes to perform (either via an app or direct access) is
unable to be completed on a drone for various reasons, including exceeding the user’s maximum
billing charge or unpredictable events such as inclement weather. In these cases, virtual drones are
instructed to save their current state so that they can be resumed on a later flight.
3.3 Virtual Drone Definition

To be able to place a virtual drone on a physical flight the following must be known about it: where it is to operate, how much energy it may use, how long it can operate, which devices are needed, when those devices are needed, and what apps should be installed and run. To accomplish this, AnDrone defines a virtual drone as a JSON specification in combination with an Android Things container image. Upon receipt of a new virtual drone JSON specification, AnDrone creates a clean Android Things container and installs any specified apps in it. From then on, the JSON specification and container defines the entirety of the virtual drone. A virtual drone definition is fully self-contained and can be easily reinstated on any drone or even non-drone hardware so long as the CPU architecture matches and the kernel is equipped with Android’s kernel features. Each virtual drone container image consists only of its differences from a base virtual drone image, allowing for minimal storage requirements when running multiple virtual drones and storing them offline.

Figure 3.2 is an example of an AnDrone virtual drone JSON specification, which has seven components. First, the specification has a list of waypoints a virtual drone is to visit, each of which is defined by a desired latitude, longitude, altitude, and max-radius in meters, which defines a spherical volume from the given waypoint coordinates. Together these parameters define a geofence that will be applied to the virtual drone’s control of the real drone, if flight control has been requested. Max-duration in seconds and energy-allotted in joules combine to specify the maximum time and energy allotted for the virtual drone to operate at all of its waypoints, whichever is exhausted first dictating when control must be taken away. Max-duration is specified in such cases where virtual drones are allowed to land, thus preventing them from idling on the ground indefinitely. Continuous-devices specify the list of devices that the virtual drone should have access to continuously once its first waypoint is reached until it completes operation at its last waypoint. Waypoint-devices specify the devices that the virtual drone should have access to only while operating at waypoints. Waypoint-devices are prioritized above continuous-devices,
{  
  "waypoints": [
    {  
      "latitude": 43.6084298,
      "longitude": -85.8110359,
      "altitude": 15,
      "max-radius": 30
    },
    {  
      "latitude": 43.6076409,
      "longitude": -85.8154457,
      "altitude": 15,
      "max-radius": 20
    }
  ],
  "max-duration": 600,
  "energy-allotted": 45000,
  "continuous-devices": [],
  "waypoint-devices": [  
    "camera",
    "flight-control"
  ],
  "apps": [ "com.example.survey.apk" ],
  "app-args": [  
    { "com.example.survey": {  
      "survey-areas": [  
        {  
          "43.6084298,-85.8110359": [  
            [43.6087619, -85.8104110],
            [43.6087968, -85.8109877],
            [43.6084570, -85.8110225],
            [43.6084240, -85.8104646]
          },
          {  
            "43.6076409,-85.8154457": [  
              ...  
            ]
          }
        ]
      }
    }
  ]
}

Figure 3.2: Virtual drone definition for example construction site surveys.
so continuous-device access is susceptible to temporary removal should another party’s virtual drone’s waypoint be visited in between specified waypoints. Flight control can only be specified as a waypoint device, not a continuous device. Apps specifies a list apps that should be installed in the virtual drone’s container. App-args specify the arguments that should be passed to apps when they are started as given by the user when the drone was ordered via the AnDrone portal, in this case being sets of latitude and longitude pairs defining geographic regions that will be surveyed for each waypoint.

3.4 AnDrone Architecture

To support virtual drones, AnDrone pairs a cloud service for configuring, allocating, and storing virtual drones offline, with an onboard drone virtualization architecture to safely share physical drone hardware during flight while restricting access to the drone overall to secure it from untrusted third parties. Figure 3.3 shows the overall architecture of AnDrone. We provide a brief overview of the cloud service, then focus the rest of our discussion on the drone virtualization architecture components and how they interact with the cloud service.

As shown in Figure 3.3, the cloud service has five components: the AnDrone web portal users use to order their virtual drones, the AnDrone app store that provides apps for virtual drones,
User orders drone from web portal, selects apps from app store
Flight planner allocates virtual drones and performs routing
Virtual drones are created on drone or obtained from VDR
Flight planner flies drone to waypoint
User/app given flight control

Files offloaded to cloud storage, virtual drone state saved in VDR
Flight planner returns drone to base

Users retrieve files on demand from cloud storage

Figure 3.4: AnDrone workflow.

general storage for drone flight data, a virtual drone repository (VDR) which stores preconfigured virtual drone definitions for later use or reuse, and a flight planner which allocates virtual drones to physical drone flights and autonomously pilots drones from waypoint to waypoint. AnDrone’s flight planner is based on the multirotor drone energy consumption model and the drone delivery routing algorithm developed by Dorling, et al. [92] for assigning deliveries to a fleet of drones to minimize delivery time subject to a drone fleet size constraint. AnDrone assigns virtual drones to physical drones using this model and algorithm by specifying the drone fleet size, using waypoints as delivery locations, and adjusting the energy cost to account for the energy allocated for virtual drones at their waypoints. A limitation of the algorithm is that it treats all waypoints independently, so users may not prescribe that waypoints be traversed in a specified order and the algorithm may decide to visit waypoints of one virtual drone in the middle of a set of waypoints of another virtual drone. Providing a planner algorithm that can support waypoint ordering and grouping is an area of future work. During flight, the cloud service communicates with drones over cellular internet as current LTE performance is already sufficient for cellular based drone control [93]; future cellular technology is being developed with mission critical drone usage in mind [94]. Figure 3.4 shows the workflow of an AnDrone flight and where each cloud service component is involved.

The onboard drone virtualization architecture is built on a Linux operating system (OS), given that drones are primarily ARM-based and Linux is the dominant OS for ARM devices. To enable running multiple virtual drones alongside a real-time Linux-based flight stack, AnDrone’s virtualization architecture uses Linux containers to support running multiple variants of Linux at the same
time, including Android Things. AnDrone containerizes all Linux instances to provide isolation among them and manage their resources as necessary to ensure the reliability and performance of all containers. To provide real-time support for containers, AnDrone’s Linux kernel is augmented with the PREEMPT_RT [95] patches to make it fully preemptible to minimize latencies for real-time tasks. Remote access to containers is provided by tunneling all communication over a per-container virtual private network (VPN), allowing potentially insecure protocols, such as those used by drone flight controllers, not originally intended for use across the Internet to now be used securely over cellular internet communication.

By relying on containers instead of traditional hardware virtualization [96, 97, 98, 99, 3], AnDrone removes the need to emulate numerous sensor devices, potentially introducing unacceptable latencies, and expands hardware compatibility to devices without hardware virtualization support. This is essential since due to the size, weight, power, and cost considerations drone hardware tends to be resource constrained and lacking the virtualization capabilities familiar to server hardware where virtual machines are commonly used. Additionally, AnDrone is able to maximize the limited resources of drone hardware by avoiding the need to run multiple full OS instances. By leveraging Android Things, an Android variant specifically designed for resource constrained IoT devices, AnDrone offers app developers a well-known environment and off-the-shelf reuse of Android apps and code inside a minimal, more resource-efficient OS than stock Android. Additionally, with out-of-the-box support for single board computers like the Raspberry Pi, Android Things offers better hardware support than stock Android for devices commonly used in drones.

As shown in Figure 3.3, the virtualization architecture has four main components: the virtual drone containers loaded onto the drone hardware, a device container for multiplexing device access, a flight container for virtualizing and multiplexing flight control, and a virtual drone controller (VDC) that manages virtual drones. We discuss each of these components in further detail below.
3.4.1 Virtual Drone Containers

Each virtual drone container appears to applications as an independent Android Things instance which is isolated from other virtual drone instances. For efficiency on the drone, virtual drone containers are managed using Docker [9] so that each container consists of common read-only base disk images layered together with a writable layer on top [100, 101, 102]. Common read-only base disk images can be shared across virtual drones, making virtual drones easier to manage and reducing storage costs. Docker also simplifies management by providing built in commands that enable AnDrone to easily move virtual drones back to the cloud and to other drone hardware as well as store them offline in the cloud. In addition, Docker enables AnDrone to prevent abuse and excessive consumption of resources, which can interfere with other virtual drones by allowing AnDrone to place restrictions on the resources each virtual drone can use.

While Docker is useful for supporting multiple Android Things virtual drones, it is not sufficient. Unlike traditional desktop and server computing environments, Android, and platforms that it runs on such as smartphones and IoT systems, incorporate a plethora of devices that applications expect to use. Some devices can be easily virtualized because they need not provide much of the original device functionality. For example, Android cannot be run without a graphical user interface and expects to be able to access a framebuffer device. Since drones are headless, the framebuffer contents are not actually displayed. In this case, each container can be simply given a virtual framebuffer device to use rather than the real one, and the virtual framebuffer device can just be a memory region in which contents can be written. No actual hardware device support is needed. However, for more complex devices that actually need to provide full featured functionality, existing approaches provide no effective mechanism to enable apps to directly leverage these device features from within virtualized environments, whether they be traditional virtual machines (VMs) or Docker containers. These devices are instead intended to be used directly by a single Android instance and cannot be used by multiple instances simultaneously, which AnDrone requires for supporting multiple simultaneously running virtual drones.

One key Android device is not actually a hardware device, but a software abstraction, namely
Android’s Binder interprocess communication (IPC) device. Binder is a software abstraction that functions as Android’s primary IPC mechanism and is utilized by processes via various ioctl system calls. Binder inherently provides isolation as no communication can occur between a client and a service without first obtaining a handle to that service; services exist as nodes that clients reference via an integer-based per-process handle. To obtain a handle to a node, a client must be given it by the node itself or someone who already has a handle to that node. In Android, services register themselves with the userspace ServiceManager, Binder’s Context Manager, which itself is always obtainable through Binder via the handle 0. The ServiceManager retains a mapping of handles to corresponding names of services given at registration time. Apps can obtain handles to desired services by requesting a reference from the ServiceManager, as shown in Figure 3.5. Binder only allows one Context Manager, which offers handles to all services. However, AnDrone runs multiple virtual drone containers, each an Android Things instance, and each expecting to be have their own Context Manager offering their own services.

To achieve this, we add device namespaces [11, 49, 103] to Binder to isolate the Context Manager to a per-container level, allowing each virtual drone instance to have its own Context Manager. When a ServiceManager registers as a Context Manager, Binder identifies the container
from which the ServiceManager registers so that subsequent references to the container’s handle
0 will reference the respective container’s own ServiceManager instead of one global one. Since
Binder does not allow access to services without access to their respective handles, the end result
is that each container’s clients and services are isolated from those in other containers.

While device namespaces are useful for enabling the Binder device to operate in the context of
virtual drone containers, this is not as useful for actual hardware devices that need to deliver full
functionality, in some cases involving complex and proprietary device drivers. Augmenting these
complex implementations with device namespaces would be problematic both due to complexity
and lack of availability of source code. While a virtual device could be introduced, it would
still need to provide access to the actual hardware device functionality and could not simply be
a dummy virtual device, which comes around to the original question of how to multiplex the
hardware device among virtual instances.

3.4.2 Device Container

Unlike traditional desktop and server systems, Android IoT systems are highly vertically inte-
grated in which several layers of software are involved on a given system to offer a tall interface
from apps to hardware devices. Apps are written in Java and call Java frameworks, which function
as libraries that provide the core public APIs used by developers for Android functionality includ-
ing accessing devices. Frameworks use Java Native Interface (JNI) to package up calls and pass
them through Android’s Binder IPC mechanism to communicate with Android system services,
which are system processes that run in the background and are used to manage devices. Apps do
not interact with hardware devices directly, but instead via system services.

Ideally, these device services can be used to multiplex hardware for multiple containers as
they are already designed to multiplex access to hardware devices from multiple processes. In a
vanilla Android instance, system services would run as part of the Android instance. However,
with multiple Android instances, this cannot be done as running multiple system services, each
directly accessing devices, would cause conflicts. Alternatively, running multiple system services
Table 3.1: Listing of device container services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Device(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AudioFlinger</td>
<td>Microphone, Speakers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CameraService</td>
<td>Camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LocationManagerService</td>
<td>GPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SensorService</td>
<td>Motion, Environmental Sensors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

would require an additional mechanism injected below system services in the middle of a complex device stack to somehow multiplex their access to hardware devices, which would be a difficult challenge.

To solve this problem, AnDrone introduces a *device container*, a special container running a minimal Android instance with direct access to hardware devices to run Android’s device services. Only a single set of system services are run, just like a vanilla Android instance, and AnDrone leverages the multiplexing functionality in system services to support access to system services and their underlying devices from multiple virtual drone containers. System services are centralized in the device container and removed from all virtual drone containers. AnDrone then makes these services available in all virtual drone containers in place of their own.

To allow virtual drones to use the device services running in the device container, those services need to be registered with each virtual drone’s ServiceManager so that the respective ServiceManager can provide a reference to the desired device service when requested by an app. To support this cross-container service registration, we add a new ioctl to the Binder driver, `PUBLISH_TO_ALL_NS`, callable only by the device container for security. Figure 3.6 shows how the ioctl is used. When the device container’s ServiceManager receives a new service registration request, it checks to see if the service name is in a pre-specified list of services that are to be shared as shown in Table 3.1. If the service name is in the list, the ServiceManager calls this ioctl to publish it in all running virtual drone containers. The ioctl then takes the service name and handle passed to it and checks all other containers for existing ServiceManagers. The presence of a ServiceManager indicates that the container is a virtual drone running Android Things. The ioctl then makes its own registration call to these existing ServiceManagers with the provided name and
handle, thus registering the device container’s service inside the virtual drone container. The same process will be performed in the future for any newly created virtual drone containers. AnDrone also disables the equivalent device services inside the virtual drone containers from starting by modifying init files and Android’s SystemServer, a process responsible for starting many services. When an app in any virtual drone container asks for a reference to one of the shared services, the respective ServiceManager will return a reference to the single service running inside the device container. Once the app has the reference to the shared service, it can communicate with it via Binder the same as if it were in its own container. All communication with the device services listed in Table 3.1 is fully encapsulated in Binder messages or by using a file descriptor shared via a Binder message.

Although device services are now available in virtual drone containers, a service must also allow apps to use it. In Android, a service asks the ActivityManager if the calling app has permission to use it. This means that a device service will ask the device container’s ActivityManager for permission rather than the calling container’s ActivityManager, which will be problematic because the device container’s ActivityManager will not be aware of the permissions for apps running outside of the device container. To address this problem, we add one more new ioctl to the Binder driver, PUBLISH_TO_DEV_CON. We modify each container’s ServiceManager to call this ioctl when its
respective ActivityManager registers itself with the ServiceManager, as shown in Figure 3.6. The ioctl appends the ActivityManager service name with the container identifier and registers it with the device container’s ServiceManager. We then modify Android’s native and Java checkPermission() functions in the device container to request the calling container’s ActivityManager from the device container’s ServiceManager, as identified by the modified service name. To allow services to identify the calling container so that it can perform this check, we make a small modification to Binder to include the calling process’ container identifier in its transaction data structure alongside the existing calling process’ PID and EUID.

AnDrone’s device container model introduces minor additional risk by sharing several services among all of the containers, breaking isolation for those specific services. We deem this an acceptable trade-off as these services are already meant to be used by untrusted apps and thus are already hardened. Billions of active Android devices help demonstrate how secure these already are. Note that our approach does not add any security risk beyond existing Android configurations which share device services among apps. Compared to a standard Android environment with dozens of shared services, AnDrone’s shared services represent an order of magnitude reduction in attack surface via system service exploitation. Even if a vulnerability were found in one of the shared device services, it does not fully compromise virtual drones or the whole of the device container and would depend on the device service vulnerability. In the worst case, if the flight controller, discussed in Section 3.4.3, is running on shared hardware with the virtual drones and the GPS or SensorService are compromised, stability and control of the flight can be compromised by the attacker. However, these two services are relatively simple compared to other system services and to the best of our knowledge, and after a review of Android’s Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVEs), have never had significant security vulnerabilities discovered in them. Section 3.4.3 discusses how this additional risk to flight control can be mitigated.
3.4.3 Flight Container

A drone’s flight is controlled via a flight controller. The flight controller is commonly a native Linux daemon running on the drone itself that is responsible for both stabilizing the drone and accepting commands for maneuvering it. Communication with the flight controller commonly takes place via the Micro Air Vehicle Link (MAVLink) protocol, allowing a ground station or app to have full control of the drone via any underlying medium. To support AnDrone’s usage model, we must be able to multiplex the flight controller among virtual drones as well as between virtual drones and the cloud-based flight planner.

To address this problem, AnDrone introduces a flight container for running the flight controller in its own standard Linux container, isolating and prioritizing it over virtual drones due to its mission critical importance. We leverage and modify MAVProxy [104], a portable, minimalist ground control station with MAVLink proxying capabilities, to allow multiple clients to connect to the flight controller. MAVProxy acts as an intermediary between clients and the flight controller, which provides an indirection mechanism to virtualize the flight controller. AnDrone uses MAVProxy to give the cloud-based flight planner full native access to the flight controller, but presents each virtual drone with its own virtual flight controller (VFC) to control the degree of flight control allowed. MAVProxy provides a standard unrestricted flight controller connection for the flight planner and service provider to use, and a VFC connection for each virtual drone which restricts the flight control commands that will be accepted and presents a virtualized view of the drone that differs from that of the physical drone. The extent of the restricted commands is configurable via a whitelist of MAVLink commands available as a number of preconfigured whitelist templates which are customizable by the service provider. The most restrictive template available will only allow the drone to operate in guided mode wherein only a desired GPS position may be given. The least restrictive template allows for full control of the drone so long as it remains within the geofence.

A virtual drone can connect to its VFC at anytime throughout a flight, but until a virtual drone’s waypoint is reached, the VFC presents a view of their drone as idle on the ground at the waypoint.
to indicate it is inactive and declines any commands sent to it. As the real drone approaches a
waypoint, the virtual drone presented automatically takes off to meet the physical drone’s posi-
tion. Once the real drone’s position is met, the virtual flight controller begins to accept commands.
The commands sent to it from this point on will control the physical drone, but the drone is both
geofenced and the commands that the VFC will accept are restricted. The exception to this vir-
tualized view is if the virtual drone has continuous access to devices while operating between its
waypoints. To prevent a discrepancy between the view of the drone and device readings, the ac-
tual drone’s position is given, but commands are still declined until a waypoint is reached. Once
the virtual drone is finished with flight control, or is forced to finish, the VFC again refuses to
accept commands and presents the drone as landing, where it stays for the remainder of the flight.
Meanwhile the physical drone is piloted on to the next waypoint.

MAVLink and flight controllers already support containing drones with geofences, but the
action taken when the geofence is breached is to perform a failsafe landing. For AnDrone, this
behavior is undesired as the flight must continue so that other virtual drones may operate and
eventually return to base. We augment the geofence support such that a breach causes the following
steps to be performed: inform the virtual drone of the breach, disable commands on the VFC
connection, guide the drone back inside the geofence, and switch it into loiter mode to hold its
current position. Flight control is then returned to the virtual drone. With this approach, geofence
breaches can be safely handled without interruption to the overall flight.

To run the flight container on the same hardware as the virtual drones, the flight controller
must also have access to hardware devices, such as the GPS, which are controlled by and must be
accessed via the device container, just like any other virtual drone. However, the device container
provides Android-based service interfaces, which are not supported by native Linux. AnDrone
introduces additional hardware abstraction layer (HAL) support to the flight container to provide
a Binder based bridge between the controller and the device container’s device services. Adding
HAL support for sensor devices, e.g. barometer, is straightforward since sensor access is supported
via the Android Native Development Kit (NDK). However, the NDK does not provide access to
GPS, so a native interface for Android’s LocationManagerService had to be created.

Although the flight stack is isolated from virtual drones by containerization, it is still vulnerable to kernel-level faults and vulnerabilities. When sharing hardware with the flight controller, a bug or intentional kernel crash can result in loss of control of the drone. This potential risk is not unique to a shared environment and the risk of a kernel crash is typically handled through additional failsafe mechanisms. For example, the Emlid Navio2 daughterboard includes a failsafe in the onboard microcontroller [105]. This risk can be removed by running the flight controller on separate hardware if desired.

3.4.4 Virtual Drone Controller

To manage virtual drones, AnDrone provides a Virtual Drone Controller (VDC). The VDC is a daemon running natively on the host OS of the physical drone responsible for managing virtual drone containers. Prior to each flight, the flight planner sends the VDC the virtual drone definitions assigned to it. The VDC creates containers for each virtual drone to run as, or if resuming a previous virtual drone flight, obtains the existing virtual drone from the VDR. Once a flight is complete, if a virtual drone is unable to complete its task prior to exhausting its allotted energy or must be interrupted due to unpredictable reasons such as inclement weather, the VDC is responsible for storing the virtual drone, including its updated container image, in the VDR at the end of a flight so that it may be resumed on a later flight. Although checkpoint-based migration is likely feasible for virtual drones [30, 33, 12], AnDrone simply leverages the existing Android activity lifecycle to facilitate saving and restoring the state of virtual drones so they can be migrated between physical drones. Android apps are informed when they are about to be terminated and allowed to save their current state via the `onSaveInstanceState()` callback. The apps can then use this saved state when starting once again to restore themselves as they were prior to being terminated. All AnDrone apps are expected to support this standard Android functionality. A virtual drone’s state can then safely be saved offline as part of its disk image.

The VDC also manages virtual drone device access by verifying whether or not a virtual drone
is allowed access to a device throughout a flight. This is done by extending Android’s service permission model so that the checkPermission() function called when a device service queries the ActivityManager, as discussed in Section 3.4.2, also queries the VDC. The VDC informs the device service if the calling virtual drone container has permission to use the requested device, as defined by its virtual drone definition. The flight planner notifies the VDC throughout the flight once virtual drone waypoints are reached so the VDC can update its device access restrictions. Unlike Android’s service permission model which only checks permissions when an app first asks to use a device then allows the app to retain the permissions, AnDrone must be able to revoke permissions of an app that is actively accessing a device, e.g. when leaving a waypoint. To avoid substantial changes to device services to support permission revocation, AnDrone provides this functionality by asking apps to voluntarily disable device access. As discussed in Section 3.5, AnDrone apps make use of an AnDrone SDK and are expected to disable device access upon being informed that they are no longer accessible via the AnDrone SDK. Since apps may choose to ignore the permission revocation notification, the VDC enforces this by asking each device service if there are any processes from the given virtual drone still accessing a device after notification, in which case the VDC terminates those processes. In a similar manner, the VDC is queried by the flight container to determine if a virtual drone has permission to control the flight.

3.5 AnDrone Apps

AnDrone apps are standard Android apps that are written just like any other Android app. However, AnDrone apps also require the ability to interact with AnDrone to know about events specific to AnDrone, such as when they have arrived at a waypoint and when they are finished at a waypoint. AnDrone provides this functionality with a simple AnDrone SDK that apps can use. Figure 3.7 lists the AnDrone SDK methods.

A key component of this SDK is the WaypointListener callback class, as shown in Figure 3.8. Apps create an instance of this class and register it with the AnDrone SDK method registerWaypointListener() listed in Figure 3.7. Once registered, the app can be notified of various AnDrone
related events. An app is notified upon arriving at a waypoint via the \texttt{waypointActive()} callback. After receiving this callback, the app knows it is now at the given waypoint, has access to flight control and other waypoint-specific devices it requested, and is free to perform its desired task. Upon leaving a waypoint, either voluntarily or because the maximum time or energy allocation allowed for the virtual drone has been reached, an app is notified via the \texttt{waypointInactive()} callback, indicating flight control and waypoint-specific device access is about to be removed and the drone is moving on. The \texttt{WaypointListener} also provides callbacks informing apps if their virtual drone is running low on its allotted time or energy allocation via \texttt{lowEnergyWarning()} and \texttt{lowTimeWarning()}. If the geofence is breached, the app is informed via the \texttt{geofenceBreached()} callback, and the app is informed when the virtual drone regains control of the physical drone by a subsequent \texttt{waypointActive()} callback. \texttt{suspendContinuousDevices()} is called when approaching another party’s virtual drone waypoint, indicating that access to devices must be suspended until the other party is finished at their waypoint, as indicated by a call to \texttt{resumeContinuousDevices()}. \texttt{waypointCompleted()}, listed in Figure 3.7, is called by an app to indicate it has finished its task at a waypoint.
Figure 3.7 lists four additional methods for AnDrone apps. \texttt{getFlightControllerIP()} is used to facilitate connecting to the virtual flight controller. \texttt{markFileForUser()} is used to indicate files that should be made available to the user in cloud storage after the flight. The final two \texttt{getAllotted} functions allow the app to obtain the remaining energy and time allotted for the virtual drone. For advanced end users, who may not be using an app, AnDrone’s SDK functionality is also made available to them via a command line utility.

In addition to using the AnDrone SDK, every AnDrone app must include an XML manifest file, similar to the existing Android XML manifest file, indicating the requested device permissions and any arguments it expects from users. The AnDrone manifest is used by the AnDrone portal and flight planner to provide information needed as part of ordering a virtual drone and flight planning. The AnDrone portal reads app arguments from the AnDrone manifest so it knows what arguments an app requires from the user when ordering the virtual drone and prompts the user for these values as part of the ordering process. The AnDrone flight planner needs to know which devices are needed by apps in a virtual drone so it can avoid device access conflicts among virtual drones and control access to devices during flight. Device permission requests are declared in the AnDrone manifest much like existing Android permissions in the Android manifest. A \texttt{<uses-permission>} tag is used to specify the name and type of access requested. \texttt{type} can be either that of \texttt{waypoint} for devices that only need to be accessed at task waypoints, or \texttt{continuous} for access to devices while also between waypoints. Arguments the app requires from the user are declared with an \texttt{<argument>} tag, specifying a name, type of argument, and if the argument is required.

### 3.6 Evaluation

We have implemented an AnDrone prototype and evaluated it in the context of Linux-based drone quadcopter hardware shown in Figure 3.9. The quadcopter uses a DJI Flame Wheel F450 Air Frame [106], equipped with four T-Motor MN2213 950Kv motors [107] with 9.5" propellers attached, and four SimonK 30A electronic speed control units to control the speed of the motors.
mounted beneath the frame. The drone is controlled by a Raspberry Pi 3 Model B [86] (Broadcom BCM2837, 4x Cortex-A53 1.2 GHz CPU, 1GB RAM) single-board computer (SBC) with an attached Emlid Navio2 [87] daughterboard drone controller, Raspberry Pi Camera Module v2 [108], and a SanDisk Extreme 16GB microSDHC card for storage. The SBC is mounted in the center of the Air Frame and the entire drone is powered by a Turnigy 5000mAh 3S battery [109] mounted underneath the SBC. The SBC runs Raspbian [110] Stretch, the official Linux distribution for Raspberry Pi, as the host OS, Android Things v1.0.3 in the virtual drone and device containers, and Alpine Linux [111] v3.7 in the flight container supporting the ArduPilot Copter [112] v3.4.4 flight controller.

3.6.1 Runtime Overhead

We first evaluate the performance of AnDrone when running multiple virtual drones with various workloads. The first workload we used was the popular Android PassMark PerformanceTest benchmark [113], which is commonly used to measure multi-threaded CPU, disk, and memory performance of Android systems. PassMark also has 2D and 3D graphics benchmarks, but we did not
run those as Android Things does not have hardware accelerated GPU support. To measure how runtime overhead is affected by the number of virtual drones running, we ran PassMark in each virtual drone simultaneously with different numbers of virtual drones running. Docker container resource controls were not used. To show the impact of different levels of kernel preemptibility, we measured performance for both the AnDrone default kernel configuration with PREEMPT_RT support enabled versus the minimally accepted real-time support used by Navio2’s default kernel configuration with only PREEMPT support enabled. PREEMPT_RT allows the kernel to be almost fully preemptible while PREEMPT disallows kernel preempt when local interrupts are disabled, the latter potentially incurring higher latencies. We normalized PassMark performance compared to running a single instance of PassMark using stock Android Things natively on the system without AnDrone, which does not have PREEMPT_RT or PREEMPT enabled. Running multiple PassMark instances simultaneously is only made possible through virtual drones so only a comparison with a single instance on stock can be made.

Figure 3.10 shows PassMark results normalized to the performance of stock Android Things running a single PassMark instance; lower is better. Results are shown for running with one, two, or three virtual drones in total; three virtual drones means that all three were simultaneously...
running the individual PassMark tests. Three virtual drones running simultaneously was the maximum our prototype could support due to memory constraints. We expect future, more powerful drones will be able to support more virtual drones. PREEMPT_RT results are indicated by the “-RT” postfix, while the other results are for just enabling PREEMPT. With a single virtual drone running, CPU, disk, and memory performance remained relatively constant with at most 1.5% overhead, demonstrating the minimal performance overhead of virtual drones. CPU performance shows roughly a linear decrease in performance with a linear increase in the number virtual drones running PassMark, indicating that runtime overhead does not increase significantly with more virtual drones. With three virtual drones, the PREEMPT_RT kernel performed somewhat worse than the PREEMPT kernel, indicating some cost associated with greater kernel preemptibility and more tasks running. On the other hand, disk and memory performance did not decrease as much with an increase in the number of virtual drones running PassMark. Disk performance overhead with three virtual drones was roughly 2x and 2.2x for the PREEMPT and PREEMPT_RT kernels, respectively. Memory performance overhead with three virtual drones was roughly 1.8x and 2.3x for the PREEMPT and PREEMPT_RT kernels, respectively. In practice, we expect that more realistic apps will experience less performance slowdowns as they benefit from multiplexing more variable resource demands.

3.6.2 Real-time Latency

To demonstrate that AnDrone can provide the flight controller, ArduPilot, with sufficient real-time latency guarantees in the presence of various workloads, we ran the commonly used latency benchmark, cyclictest [114], and configured it to run in the flight container in the same way as AnDrone runs ArduPilot by locking all memory allocations and assigning its thread the highest real-time priority. We ran three different workloads at the same time as cyclictest and configured cyclictest to run for 100 million loops to provide sufficient samples to have a high confidence in encountering worst case latencies. First, we ran cyclictest on an otherwise idle system to measure baseline performance. Second, to cause latencies an AnDrone environment is likely to encounter
under heavy load, we ran cyclic test with three virtual drones running, one idle, one running PassMark continuously in a loop, and one continuously running the iperf [115] network throughput test to stress the system and generate interrupts. Docker container resource controls were not used. Finally, to generate an even worse case latency scenario, we ran cyclic test while stressing all aspects of the system with the stress [116] workload generator to strain CPU, memory, I/O, and disk subsystems, and iperf to strain the network subsystem, both running natively on the host. For both iperf scenarios, iperf was connected over Gigabit Ethernet via a network switch to a Lenovo Thinkpad T540p acting as the iperf server. Stress was configured to run with four CPU worker processes, two I/O worker processes, two memory worker processes, and two disk worker processes. We performed all cyclic tests on both the PREEMPT and PREEMPT_RT enabled kernels to compare their performance.

Figure 3.11 shows the latency of each cyclic test measurement for these three workloads and two kernel configurations. PREEMPT_RT results are indicated by the “-RT” postfix, while the other results are for just enabling PREEMPT. The PREEMPT idle, PassMark, and stress scenarios exhibited maximum latencies of 1,307μs, 14,513μs, and 17,819μs and average latencies of 17μs, 44μs, and 162μs, respectively. The PREEMPT_RT idle, PassMark, and stress scenarios exhibited
maximum latencies of 103µs, 382µs, and 340µs and average latencies of 10µs, 12µs, and 16µs, respectively. ArduPilot’s most demanding real-time requirement is its most frequently run control loop, the fast loop. The fast loop processes values from one or more inertial motion units (IMUs) and adjusts the motors to maintain stability and aid in flying the drone. Ardupilot’s fast loop runs at 400Hz, requiring real-time latencies below 2500µs to achieve this. The PREEMPT_RT patched kernel demonstrated latencies well within the requirements of ArduPilot, whereas the PREEMPT kernel did occasionally fall short. However, occasionally missing ArduPilot’s fast loop deadline will not cause significant stability issues [117]. Given this, and the infrequency with which the PREEMPT kernel failed to meet ArduPilot’s requirements, it is likely this kernel configuration is also sufficient for AnDrone.

To further demonstrate that the stability of the drone is not compromised with AnDrone, we operated our drone prototype at a hover and compared its performance while running the idle and PassMark scenarios described above. The AnDrone default PREEMPT_RT kernel was used for these flight tests. We then analyzed logs of each flight using DroneKit’s Log Analyzer [118] and compared them using the Attitude Estimate Divergence (AED) analyzer. The AED analyzer evaluates the flight logs and determines if the flight controller’s estimated attitude of the drone differs significantly from the canonical drone attitude, indicating instability if the drone’s yaw, pitch, or roll diverges more than 5° from the estimates for longer than .5 seconds. Both scenarios were within normal divergence.

3.6.3 Memory Usage

Since available memory is the primary limitation on how many virtual drones can be run, we quantified the amount of memory used by virtual drones. We first measured the memory usage of AnDrone without any containers, then adding just the device and flight containers, then starting up from one to three virtual drones, the maximum supported by our drone hardware prototype; starting a fourth virtual drone fails due to lack of memory but does not interfere with other virtual drones already running. Each virtual drone was idling on its app launcher screen. Figure 3.12 shows the
memory usage of AnDrone in these various configurations. The results show that less than 100MB of RAM is needed to run the VDC and host OS, roughly 150MB of additional RAM is needed to run both the device and flight containers in addition to the base system, and approximately 185MB is needed for each virtual drone. Although our prototype does have 1GB of RAM, only 880MB is made available after accounting for peripheral I/O reserved space and RAM allocated to the GPU for camera functionality.

3.6.4 Power Consumption

To demonstrate that AnDrone has a negligible effect on energy usage, we used a Monsoon Power Monitor [119] to measure the power consumption of AnDrone with the drone at rest, normalized to stock Android Things running on the Raspberry Pi idling on its app launcher screen. We measured energy usage using the same system configurations as described in Section 3.6.3 for measuring memory usage. Figure 3.13 shows the energy usage of AnDrone in these various configurations, with all configurations within 3% of stock Android Things. In absolute numbers, while at idle with three virtual drones running, AnDrone consumed approximately 1.7W. We also measured the energy usage when fully stressing the system using the same stress and iperf workloads used for measuring real-time latency as discussed in Section 3.6.2, but the energy usage was
the same, 3.4W, across both stock Android Things and all AnDrone configurations, so they are omitted from Figure 3.13. Both idle and fully stressed system energy usage are insignificant when compared to the power draw of the rest of the drone. Even consumer-level drone batteries are rated to allow a power draw of well over 100W throughout a 20 minute flight.

3.6.5 Network Performance

Extensive testing and trials by Qualcomm [93] have demonstrated the feasibility of leveraging LTE for real-time control of drones beyond visual line of sight. In a field trial consisting of approximately 1,000 test flights in addition to complementary simulations, Qualcomm demonstrated LTE’s ability to support safe drone operation in real-world environments up to 400 feet above the ground with strong signal availability at high altitudes, successful handover and lower frequency of handovers, and comparable coverage to mobile devices on the ground.

To verify their findings with AnDrone and evaluate control of a drone over a cellular network, we used USB tethering to connect our prototype to a Nexus 5X smartphone operating on the T-Mobile cellular network, then conducted various experiments to measure the impact of the cellular network on drone control. First, we qualitatively compared the control responsiveness of flying the drone via a traditional RF-based remote controller versus using the cellular network. For the
latter, we connected a Microsoft Xbox 360 gamepad to a Lenovo Thinkpad T540p laptop running the APM Planner 2 [120] ground station and accessing the Internet via the Columbia University campus WiFi network. We did not notice any significant difference in control responsiveness when using the gamepad to operate the drone over the cellular network versus the RF-based remote controller. To quantify the difference, we set up a testbed environment with the prototype disconnected from drone hardware, but still operating on the cellular network. We then issued roughly 150,000 MAVLink commands over a 12 hour period to the flight controller via the Thinkpad T540p laptop using a wired Verizon Fios Gigabit Connection to the Internet. Although the commands did not succeed since the flight controller was not connected to drone hardware, we could measure the latency between when each command was sent and when the flight controller received it. On average, commands took 70ms to be received with a maximum latency of 356ms and a standard deviation of 7.2ms. 6 packets were lost overall. By comparison, the average RF remote control latency of typical hobby drones ranges from 8ms and 85ms [121, 122].

3.6.6 Multi-waypoint Flight Simulation

To demonstrate AnDrone as a whole under more extensive flight conditions, we used the ArduPilot Software in the Loop (SITL) Simulator [123] to have the AnDrone flight planner deploy virtual drones to various waypoints under simulated flight conditions. For testing with the SITL simulator, we replaced AnDrone’s onboard flight controller with a Lenovo Thinkpad T540p laptop running its own ArduPilot flight controller using the SITL simulator software instead of real drone hardware. The virtual drones still communicate with the flight container’s MAVProxy via their VFC connections, but MAVProxy communicates with the laptop’s simulated flight controller instead of the flight controller inside the flight container. Similarly, the flight planner communicates with the laptop as well. With this setup, we are able to capture core aspects of AnDrone, such as managing device and flight control access among virtual drones, but are not able to capture the effects virtual drones may have on an onboard flight controller on a real-world flight.

We used this SITL simulator setup to perform an AnDrone flight with three virtual drones, one
running an autonomous survey app, another running an interactive app allowing remote control of
the drone from a Nexus 5X smartphone, and a third providing direct user access. Upon starting
the flight, the VDC created and started the three separate virtual drones from their respective vir-
tual drone definitions. Remote console access was provided for the direct access virtual drone at
the start of the flight. The flight planner correctly pathed the drone to the first waypoint for the
autonomous survey app virtual drone. Once at the waypoint GPS, camera, and flight control was
given to the app, which in turn used the DroneKit [124] API to fly back and forth over a location
while recording video as an app might do for surveying a field. After calling the AnDrone way-
pointCompleted() SDK method, the flight planner pathed the drone to the second waypoint for the
interactive app virtual drone. The app successfully allowed maneuvering the drone, and an inten-
tional geofence breach was handled as expected. At the next waypoint, control was handed to the
direct access virtual drone. The APM Planner base station running on the ThinkPad, as discussed
in Section 3.6.5, was used to successfully connect to the virtual drone’s VFC. Access to the cam-
era was allowed while at the waypoint whereas previous access attempts were denied. Finally, the
drone returned to its base.

3.7 Related Work

Various approaches have been proposed for providing drone services, though few have been
implemented and none of them support virtual drones. An IBM patent application [125] describes
an autonomous drone service system to allow users to order specific drone services that will be
performed either autonomously or by a ground-based pilot. Unlike AnDrone, users cannot perform
any service beyond those offered by the service provider and are not given flight control or access
to a drone. Additionally, such a service requires both a drone and a pilot for each order, increasing
the cost of such services.

UAV as a Service (UAVaaS) [126] is a proposed framework enabling users to connect to a
cloud-based service to use a drone. Unlike AnDrone, UAVaaS does not give direct access to drones,
but instead supplies users with cloud-based APIs allowing for control of a drone and access to its
device data. Users connect to a cloud-based UAVaaS Coordinator service, which in turn connects to a drone. Because of this, all existing drone and device code is incompatible and new apps and services must be written explicitly for UAVaaS. Additionally, as users interact with the drone through a cloud intermediary and cannot directly run anything on the drone, applications, such as autonomous control apps, may not have sufficient reliability, latency, and bandwidth guarantees to function. For example, if faced with intermittent networking issues, an autonomous AnDrone app will remain unaffected while it conducts its task, whereas any remotely running app will likely have to abort the flight.

Dronemap Planner [127] provides access to drones for developers through web services. To achieve this, a cloud-based MAVLink to WebSocket proxy is created allowing web-based control over a drone’s flight. Other than MAVLink proxying, no additional drone functionality is offered and no other device access is possible. Unlike AnDrone, drones can only be navigated and exclusive, unrestricted control is always given to the operator. Any intermittent networking issues will cause the same problems that occur for UAVaaS.

UAV-Cloud [128, 129] provides middleware that facilitates developing collaborative drone apps. Various drone resources such as sensors are made available as cloud-based RESTful APIs for collaborative drone apps to leverage. Beyond defining these APIs, little is actually implemented. Unlike UAV-Cloud, AnDrone’s goal is not to abstract away aspects of a drone for collaborative apps, but to offer a complete drone-as-a-service solution making drones accessible in the cloud.

Fly4SmartCity [130, 131] is an emergency-management service that offers aerial support to people in need. A user, e.g. a citizen, requiring aerial support may request it via a mobile app. A cloud service then dispatches a drone and privileged users, e.g. police officers, are given web-based access to its camera feed. Unlike AnDrone, Fly4SmartCity is limited to offering users web-based camera access and is primarily focused on path planning of city-based drones.

FarmBeats [132] is an IoT platform for agriculture that enables data collection from sensors, cameras, and drones to facilitate farm analytics. As part of this, FarmBeats leverages drones connected via an IoT base station, which is in turn connected to a farmer’s internet connection via
a radio link. These drones map fields, monitor crop canopy, and check for anomalies. Unlike AnDrone, the primary focus of FarmBeats is leveraging user-owned drones, and other sensors, to supply analytical data to the cloud.

Similar to AnDrone’s goal of fully leveraging flight time, Galois, Inc. has investigated leveraging the spare capacity of flight controller hardware by porting FreeRTOS to run in a Xen VM on ARM Cortex A15 based devices [133, 134] so the VM can be used to run SMACCMPilot [135]. Their approach suffers from the difficulty of exposing the vast array of sensor devices available to the VM. There has been no indication that full support for running SMACCMPilot inside a Xen VM has been achieved. More generally, there exists ongoing projects for adding support to both the Xen [2] and KVM [136] for running VMs with real-time requirements. This could potentially allow for stronger isolation between a flight controller and third-party VMs. However, challenges for such a system exist given both the lack of hardware virtualization support with drone hardware and the difficulty in supporting and passing low-latency access to the numerous and diverse sensor devices to VMs for use by real-time apps.

Like AnDrone, Cells [11] leverages containers to support multiple Android instances on the same hardware, though Cells focuses on smartphones and tablets where graphics support is of key importance. Cells introduces a new type of namespace for devices to accomplish this, but assumes a more simplified use case model appropriate for smartphones and tablets. With Cells, the user interacts with one foreground Android instance at a time, while background Android instances mostly do not need hardware device access. In contrast, AnDrone must allow for any virtual drone requiring access to physical hardware devices at any time, so more fine grained access control is needed than what is supported by Cells. Device namespace support can be tedious and error prone as new devices may require kernel driver modifications. Because device namespaces require contextual knowledge of how a device operates to implement support for a given device, supporting opaque peripheral devices without specific kernel drivers can be a challenge. These devices maintain their context in userspace, communicate through userspace over buses like Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) and Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C), and the kernel only sees raw reads
and writes. In contrast, AnDrone’s device container design has no such limitation as it operates at the system service level, and requires no per-device support, significantly reducing the effort required to support multiple Android instances on new platforms.

3.8 Summary

We have designed, implemented, and evaluated AnDrone, the first drone-as-a-service solution making drones fully accessible in the cloud. AnDrone introduces virtual drones for the first time, enabling drone tasks for multiple users to be consolidated on the same physical drone and performed during the same flight. Users can create and configure Android Things virtual drones in the cloud with various apps and services of interest, leveraging a large existing base of Android apps, developers, and resources, which are then safely deployed and multiplexed on real drone hardware. AnDrone achieves this by pairing a cloud service with a lightweight virtualization architecture that introduces a new device and flight container design for multiplexing drone hardware and managing virtual drone device access, including providing virtual drone geofenced flight control. Multiple variants of Linux can be run at the same time, including Android Things virtual drones together with a real-time Linux flight controller.

We have implemented an AnDrone prototype and used it together with drone quadcopter hardware based on the Raspberry Pi 3 Model B and Emlid Navio2 daughterboard. Our experimental results demonstrate runtime performance overhead of less than 1.5% for a single virtual drone, the ability to run multiple virtual drones for the first time with performance that scales linearly with workload without any significant increase in energy costs, and sufficient low-latency performance for real-time flight controllers while multiplexing multiple virtual drones. Real-world and simulator-based flight demonstrations show that virtual drones can run simultaneously without compromising the stability and safety of the drone.
Chapter 4: BlackBox: A Container Security Monitor for Protecting Containers on Untrusted Operating Systems

4.1 Introduction

Containers are widely deployed to package, isolate, and multiplex applications on shared computing infrastructure. They are increasingly used in lieu of hypervisor-based virtual machines (VMs) because of their faster startup time, lower resource footprint, and better I/O performance [5, 21, 49, 13]. Popular container mechanisms such as Linux containers rely on a commodity operating system (OS) to enforce their security guarantees. However, commodity OSes such as Linux are huge, complex, and imperfect pieces of software. Attackers that successfully exploit OS vulnerabilities may gain unfettered access to container data, compromising the confidentiality and integrity of containers—an undesirable outcome for both computing service providers and their users.

Modern systems incorporate hardware security mechanisms to protect applications from an untrusted OS, such as Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [137] and Arm TrustZone [138], but they require rewriting applications and may impose high overhead to use OS services. Some approaches have built on these mechanisms to protect unmodified applications [139] or containers [140]. Unfortunately, they suffer from high overhead, incomplete and limited functionality, and massively increase the trusted computing base (TCB) through a library OS or runtime system, potentially trading one large vulnerable TCB for another.

As an alternative, hypervisors have been augmented with additional mechanisms to protect applications from an untrusted OS [141, 142, 143, 144, 145]. This incurs the performance overhead of hypervisor-based virtualization, which containers were designed to avoid. The TCB of these systems is significant, in some cases including an additional commodity host OS, providing addi-
tional vulnerabilities to exploit to compromise applications. Theoretically, these approaches could be applied to microhypervisors [146, 147] with smaller TCBs. Unfortunately, microhypervisors still inherit the complexity of hypervisor-based virtualization, including virtualizing and managing hardware resources. The reduction in TCB is achieved through a much reduced feature set and limited hardware support, making their deployment difficult in practice.

To address this problem, we have created BlackBox, a new container architecture that provides fine-grain protection of application data confidentiality and integrity without the need to trust the OS. BlackBox introduces a container security monitor (CSM), a new mechanism that leverages existing hardware features to enforce container security guarantees in a small trusted computing base (TCB) in lieu of the OS. The monitor creates protected physical address spaces (PPASes) for each container to enforce physical memory access controls, but provides no virtualization of hardware resources. Physical memory mapped to a container’s PPAS is not accessible outside the PPAS, providing physical memory isolation among containers and the OS. Since container private data in physical memory only resides on pages in its own PPAS, its confidentiality and integrity is protected from the OS and other containers.

The CSM repurposes existing hardware virtualization support to run at a higher privilege level and create PPASes, but is itself not a hypervisor and does not virtualize hardware. Instead, the OS continues to access devices directly and remains responsible for allocating resources. This enables the CSM to be minimalistic and simple while remaining performant. By supporting containers directly without virtualization, no additional guest OS or complex runtime needs to run within the secured execution environment, minimizing the TCB within the container itself.

Applications running in BlackBox containers do not need to be modified and can make use of OS services via system calls, with the added benefit of their data being protected from the OS. The monitor interposes on all transitions between containers and the OS, clearing container private data in CPU registers and switching PPASes as needed. The only time in which any container data in memory is made available to the OS is as system call arguments, which only the monitor itself can provide by copying the arguments between container PPASes and the OS. The monitor is
aware of system call semantics and encrypts system call arguments as needed before passing them to the OS, such as for interprocess communication between processes, protecting container private data in system call arguments from the OS. Given the growing use of end-to-end encryption for I/O security [148], in part due to the Snowden leaks [149], the monitor relies on applications to encrypt their own I/O data to simplify its design. Once a system call completes and before allowing a process to return to its container, the monitor checks the CPU state to authenticate the process before switching the CPU back to using the container’s PPAS.

In addition to ensuring a container’s CPU and memory state is not accessible outside the container, BlackBox protects against malicious code running inside containers. Only trusted binaries, which are signed and encrypted, can run in BlackBox containers. The monitor is required to decrypt the binaries, so they can only run within BlackBox containers with monitor supervision. The monitor authenticates the binaries before they can run, so untrusted binaries cannot run in BlackBox containers. It also guards against memory-related Iago attacks, attacks that maliciously manipulate virtual and physical memory mappings, that could induce arbitrary code execution in a process in a container by preventing virtual or physical memory allocations that could overwrite a process’s stack.

We have implemented BlackBox on Arm hardware, given Arm’s growing use in personal computers and cloud computing infrastructure along with its dominance on mobile and embedded systems. We leverage Arm hardware virtualization support by repurposing Arm’s EL2 privilege level and nested paging, originally designed for running hypervisors, to enforce separation of PPASes. Unlike x86 root operation for running hypervisors, Arm EL2 has its own hardware system state. This minimizes the cost of trapping to the monitor running in EL2 when calling and returning from system calls because system state does not have to be saved and restored on each trap. We show that BlackBox can support widely-used Linux containers with only modest modifications to the Linux kernel, and inherits support for a broad range of Arm hardware from the OS. The implementation has a TCB of less than 5K lines of code plus a verified crypto library, orders of magnitude less than commodity OSes and hypervisors. With such a reduced size, the CSM is sig-
significantly easier for developers to maintain and ensure the correctness of than even just the core virtualization functionality of a hypervisor. We show that BlackBox can provide finer granularity and stronger security guarantees than traditional hypervisor and container architectures with only modest performance overhead for real application workloads.

4.2 Threat Model and Assumptions

Our threat model is primarily concerned with OS vulnerabilities that may be exploited to compromise the confidentiality or integrity of a container’s private data. Attacks in scope include compromising the OS or any other software to read or modify private container memory or register state, including by controlling DMA-capable devices, or via memory remapping and aliasing attacks. We assume a container does not voluntarily reveal its own private data whether on purpose or by accident, but attacks from other compromised containers, including confidentiality and integrity attacks, are in scope. Availability attacks by a compromised OS are out of scope. Physical or side-channel attacks [150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155] are beyond the scope of the paper. Opportunities for side-channel attacks are greater in BlackBox than in systems that isolate at a lower level, e.g. VMs. The trust boundary of BlackBox is that of the OS’s system call API, enabling adversaries to see some details of OS interactions such as sizes and offsets.

We assume secure key storage is available, such as provided by a Trusted Platform Module (TPM) [156]. We assume the hardware is bug-free and the system is initially benign, allowing signatures and keys to be securely stored before the system is compromised. We assume containers use end-to-end encrypted channels to protect their I/O data [157, 158, 148]. We assume the CSM does not have any vulnerabilities and can thus be trusted; formally verifying its codebase is future work. We assume it is computationally infeasible to perform brute-force attacks on any encrypted container data, and any encrypted communication protocols are assumed to be designed to defend against replay attacks.
4.3 Design

BlackBox enclaves traditional Linux containers to protect the confidentiality and integrity of container data. We refer to a container as being enclaved if BlackBox protects it from the OS. From an application’s perspective, using enclaved containers is little different from using traditional containers. Applications do not need to be modified to use enclaved containers and can make use of OS services via system calls. Container management solutions [101, 100] such as Docker [9] can be used to manage enclaved containers. BlackBox is designed to support commodity OSes, though minor OS modifications are needed to use its enclave mechanism, in much the same way that OS modifications are typically required to take advantage of new hardware features. However, BlackBox does not trust the OS and a compromised OS running enclaved containers cannot violate their data confidentiality and integrity.

BlackBox introduces a container security monitor (CSM), as depicted in Figure 4.1, which serves as its TCB. The CSM’s only purpose is to protect the confidentiality and integrity of container data in use. It achieves this by performing two main functions, access control and validating OS operations. Its narrow purpose and functionality makes it possible to keep the CSM small and simple, avoiding the complexity of many other trusted system software components. For example, unlike a hypervisor, the CSM does not virtualize or manage hardware resources. It does not maintain virtual hardware such as virtual CPUs or devices, avoiding the need to emulate CPU instructions, interrupts, or devices. Instead, interrupts are delivered directly to the OS and devices are directly managed by the OS’s existing drivers. It also does not do CPU scheduling or memory allocation, making no availability guarantees. The CSM can be kept small because it presumes the OS is CSM-aware and relies on the OS for complex functionality such as bootstrapping, CPU scheduling, memory management, file systems, and interrupt and device management.

To enclave containers, the CSM introduces the notion of a protected physical address space (PPAS), an isolated set of physical memory pages accessible only to the assigned owner of the PPAS and the CSM. Each page of physical memory is mapped to at most one PPAS. The CSM
uses this mechanism to provide memory access control by assigning a separate PPAS to each enclaved container, thereby isolating the physical memory of each container from the OS and any other container. The OS determines what memory is allocated to each PPAS, but cannot access the memory contents of a PPAS. Similarly, a container cannot access a PPAS that it does not own. Memory not assigned to a PPAS, or the CSM, is assigned to and accessible to the OS. The CSM itself can access any memory, including memory assigned to a PPAS. Within a PPAS, addresses for accessing memory are the same as the physical addresses on the machine; physical memory cannot be remapped to a different address in a PPAS. For example, if page number 5 of physical memory is assigned to a PPAS, it will be accessed as page number 5 from within the PPAS. Container private data in memory only resides on pages mapped to its own PPAS, therefore its confidentiality and integrity is protected from the OS and other containers. Section 4.4 describes how BlackBox uses nested page tables to enforce PPASes.

The CSM interposes on all transitions between containers and the OS, namely system calls, interrupts, and exceptions, so that it can ensure that processes and threads, which we collectively refer to as tasks, can only access the PPAS of the container to which they belong when executing within context of the container. The CSM ensures that when a task traps to the OS and switches to running OS kernel code, the task no longer has access to the container’s PPAS. Otherwise, the
OS could cause the task to access the container’s private data, compromising its confidentiality or integrity. The CSM maintains an enclaved task array, an array with information for all tasks running in enclaved containers. When entering the OS, the CSM checks if the calling task is in an enclaved container, in which case it saves to the enclaved task array the CPU registers and the cause of the trap, switches out of the container’s PPAS, and clears any CPU registers not needed by the OS. When exiting the OS, the CSM checks the enclaved task array if the running task belongs to an enclaved container, in which case it validates the current CPU context, namely the stack pointer and page table base register, match what was saved in the enclaved task array for the respective task. If they match, the CSM switches to the respective container’s PPAS so the task can access its enclaved CPU and memory state. As a result, container private data in CPU registers or memory is not accessible to the OS.

To support OS functionality that traditionally requires access to a task’s CPU state and memory, the CSM provides an application binary interface (ABI) for the OS to request services from the CSM. The CSM ABI is shown in Table 4.1. For example, create_enclave and destroy_enclave are called by the OS in response to requests from a container runtime, such as runC[159], to enclave and unenclave containers, respectively. For CSM calls that require dynamically allocated memory, the OS must allocate and pass in the physical address of a large enough region of contiguous memory to perform the respective operation. Otherwise, the call will fail and return the amount of memory required so that the OS can make the call again with the required allocation. For example, create_enclave requires the OS to allocate memory to be used for metadata for the enclaved container. Upon success, the allocated memory is assigned to the CSM and no longer accessible to the OS until destroy_enclave is called, at which point the memory is assigned back to the OS again.

4.3.1 System Boot and Initialization

BlackBox boots the CSM by relying on Unified Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI) firmware and its signing infrastructure with a hardware root of trust. The CSM and OS kernel are linked as
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CSM Call</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>create_enclave</td>
<td>Create new enclave for a container.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>destroy_enclave</td>
<td>Destroy enclave of a container.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protect_vectors</td>
<td>Validate OS exception vectors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alloc_iopgtable</td>
<td>Allocate I/O device page table.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>free_iopgtable</td>
<td>Free I/O device page table.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set_iop</td>
<td>Update entry in I/O device page table.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get_ioaddr</td>
<td>Get physical address for I/O virtual address.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enter_os</td>
<td>Context switch CPU to OS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exit_os</td>
<td>Context switch CPU from OS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set_vma</td>
<td>Update virtual memory areas of a process/thread.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set_pt</td>
<td>Update page table entry of a process/thread.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>copy_page</td>
<td>Copy contents of a page to a container.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>task_clone</td>
<td>Run new process/thread in a container.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>task_exec</td>
<td>Run in new address space in a container.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>task_exit</td>
<td>Exit a process or thread in a container.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>futex_read</td>
<td>Read the value of a futex in a container.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: BlackBox Container Security Monitor ABI.

A single binary which is cryptographically signed, typically by a cloud provider running BlackBox containers; this is similar to how OS binaries are signed by vendors like Red Hat or Microsoft. The binary is first verified using keys already stored in secure storage, ensuring that only the signed binary can be loaded. To keep the CSM as simple as possible, BlackBox does not implement bootstrapping within the CSM itself, which can require thousands of lines of code to support many systems. Instead, it relies on the OS’s bootstrapping code to install the CSM securely at boot time since the OS is initially benign. By relying on commodity OSes such as Linux that already boot on a wide range of systems, this makes it easier for the CSM to support many systems without the burden of manually maintaining and porting its own bootstrapping code for many systems.

At boot time, the OS initially has full control of the system to initialize hardware, and installs the CSM. CSM installation occurs before local storage, network and serial input services are available, so remote attackers cannot compromise its installation. Once installed, the CSM runs at a higher privilege level than the OS and subsequently enables PPASes as needed. A small amount of physical memory is statically assigned to the CSM, and the rest is assigned to the OS. Any attempt to access the CSM’s memory except by the CSM itself will trap to the CSM and be rejected. Although the OS’s memory is separate from the CSM’s, the CSM can access the OS’s memory and
can restrict its from modifying its own memory if needed.

The CSM expects the hardware to include an IOMMU to protect against DMA attacks by devices managed by the OS [160]. The CSM retains control of the IOMMU and requires the OS to make CSM calls to update IOMMU page table mappings, which are typically configured by the OS during boot. This ensures that I/O devices can only access memory mapped into the IOMMU page tables managed by the CSM. The OS calls `alloc_iopgtable` during boot to allocate an IOMMU translation unit and its associated page table for a device, and `set_iopt` and to assign physical memory to the device to use for DMA. The CSM ensures that the OS can only assign its own physical memory to the IOMMU page tables, ensuring that DMA attacks cannot be used to compromise CSM or container memory.

4.3.2 Enclaved Container Initialization

To securely initialize an enclaved container, an image that is to be used for such a container must first be processed into a BlackBox container image, using a process similar to how Amazon enclaves are created using Docker images [161]. BlackBox provides a command line tool `build_bb_image`, which can be used by a cloud customer, that takes a Docker image, finds all executable binary files contained within the image, and encrypts the sections containing the code and data used by the code using the public key paired with a trusted private key stored in the secure storage of the host and accessible only by the CSM. These encrypted sections are then hashed and their hash values recorded along with the binaries they belong to. These values are then signed with the private key of the container image’s creator whose paired public key is accessible in the secure storage of the host to ensure authenticity and bundled with the container image for later reference during process creation, as described in Section 4.3.3. This ensures the binaries cannot be modified without being detected, or run unless decrypted by the CSM. Other than additional hashes and using encrypted binaries, the BlackBox container image contains nothing different from a traditional Docker image.

To start a container using a BlackBox container image, the container runtime is modified to
execute a simple shim process in place of the container’s specified init process. The container runtime passes the shim the path of the init process used by the container along with any arguments and its environment. The shim is also given the signed binary hash information bundled with the container image. The shim process runs a tiny statically linked program that initiates a request to the OS to call the `create_enclave` CSM call before executing the original init process, passing the signed hash information to the CSM as part of the call. Other than the shim process, which exits upon executing the init process, there is no additional code that runs in a BlackBox container beyond vanilla Linux containers. There are no additional libraries and no need for a library OS, avoiding the risks of bloating the TCB of the container itself.

`create_enclave` creates a new enclave using the BlackBox container image and returns with the calling process running in the enclave, the return value of the call being the new enclave’s identifier. `create_enclave` performs the following steps. First, it creates a new PPAS for the container. Second, it freezes the userspace memory of the calling process so it, and its associated page tables, cannot be directly changed by the OS, then moves all of its pages of physical memory into the container’s PPAS so that they are no longer accessible by the OS. Finally, it checks the contents of the loaded shim binary in memory against a known hash to validate the calling process is the expected shim process.

After returning from `create_enclave`, the shim executes the container’s init process from within the container. Since the container’s init process obtains its executable from the BlackBox container image whose code and data are encrypted, the OS may load it, but cannot actually execute it without the CSM using its private key to decrypt it. Further details on `exec` with encrypted binaries are described in Section 4.3.6. In this way, the OS is incapable of running a BlackBox container image without the CSM. Therefore, if it is running, the CSM must be involved and protecting it. Because the CSM itself is securely booted and enclave code is encrypted and only runnable by the CSM, an unbroken chain of trust is established enabling remote attestation similar to that of other security systems, such as Samsung Knox [162].

The container runtime calls `destroy_enclave` to remove the enclave of a container, which
terminates all running processes and threads within the container to ensure that any container CPU state and memory is cleared and no longer accessible to the OS or any other container before removing the enclave. The container is effectively returned to the same state it was in before `create_enclave` was called.

### 4.3.3 Enclaved Task Execution

BlackBox supports the full lifecycle of tasks executing in enclaved containers, including their dynamic creation and termination via standard system calls such as `fork`, `clone`, `exec`, and `exit`. This includes tracking which tasks are allowed to execute in which containers. This is achieved by requiring the OS to call a set of CSM calls, `task_clone` on task creation via `fork` and `clone`, `task_exec` when loading a new address space via `exec`, and `task_exit` when a task exits via `exit`. These calls request the CSM to perform various functions related to task execution that the OS is not able to do because it does not have access to task CPU state and memory. If the OS does not make the respective CSM call, the created task and executed binary will simply not run in its enclave and therefore will not have access to its data. These calls update the enclaved task array, the index of which is used as the enclaved task identifier. Each entry in the array includes the enclave identifier of the container in which the task executes, as well as the address of the page table used by the task as discussed earlier.

When a task running in an enclaved container creates a child task via a system call, the OS calls `task_clone` with the enclaved task identifier of the calling task and a flag indicating whether the new task will share the same address space as the caller, as when creating a thread, or have its own copy of the address space of the caller, as when creating a process. In the latter case, new page tables will be allocated for the child task and the CSM will ensure that they match those of the caller’s and cannot be directly modified by the OS. The CSM will also confirm that the calling task issued the task creation system call. If all checks pass, the CSM will create a new entry in the enclaved task array with the same enclave identifier as the calling process, and return the array index of the new entry as the identifier for the task. The entry will also contain the address of the
task’s page table, which will be the same as the caller’s entry if it shares the same address space as the caller.

When the OS runs the child and the task returns from the OS, the OS provides the CSM with the enclaved task’s identifier. The CSM then looks up the task in its enclaved task array using this identifier and confirms that the address of the page table stored in the entry matches the address stored in the page table base register of the CPU. If the checks pass, it will then restore CPU state and switch the CPU to the container’s PPAS, thereby allowing the task to resume execution in the container. If the OS does not call \texttt{task\_clone}, then upon exiting the OS, the task’s PPAS would not be installed and it would fail to run.

On \texttt{exec}, the calling task will replace its existing address space with a new one. The OS calls \texttt{task\_exec}, which, like \texttt{task\_clone} for \texttt{fork}, creates a new enclaved task entry with a new address space. The difference is that the new address space is validated by ensuring that the new process’ stack is set up as expected and the executable binary is signed and in the BlackBox container image, as described in Section 4.3.6. After creating the new enclaved task entry, the original address space is disassociated from the container, scrubbing any memory pages to be returned to the OS and removing them from the container’s PPAS.

On \texttt{exit}, the OS will call \texttt{task\_exit} so the CSM can remove the enclaved task entry from the enclaved task array. If an address space has no more tasks in the container, the CSM disassociates it in a similar manner to the \texttt{exec} case.

4.3.4 Memory

BlackBox prevents the OS from directly accessing a container’s memory, but relies on the OS for memory management, including allocating memory to tasks in the container. This avoids introducing complex memory management code into BlackBox, keeping it small and simple, but means that BlackBox also needs to protect against memory-based Iago attacks [163] by the untrusted OS through manipulation of system call return values. For example, if a process calls \texttt{mmap}, it expects to receive an address mapping that does not overlap with any of its existing mappings. If
the OS were to return a value overlapping the process’s stack, it could manipulate the process into overwriting a return address on its stack through a subsequent `read` with an attacker controlled address, opening the door for return-oriented-programming [164] and return-into-libc [165] attacks. Furthermore, the OS may return an innocuous looking non-overlapping virtual address from `mmap`, but still maliciously map the returned address to the physical page the stack is on.

To rely on the OS for memory management while preventing memory-based Iago attacks, BlackBox protects the container’s memory at the application level by preventing the OS from directly updating per process page tables. It instead requires the OS to make requests to the CSM to update process page tables, allowing the CSM to reject updates if the OS behaves incorrectly. Figure 4.2 depicts how a container’s page table is updated during a page fault. When a process in a container faults on a page, an exception causes control to transfer to the OS by way of the CSM (steps 1-3). The OS then allocates a page for the process, but instead of updating the process page table directly, it performs a `set_pt` CSM call (step 4). Upon receiving the `set_pt` call, the CSM verifies if the allocation is acceptable (step 5). To do so, the CSM maintains a list of valid mappings for each process. This list is maintained by interposing on system calls that adjust memory mappings. In Linux these calls include `mmap` and `brk`. Prior to writing the page table...
entry, the CSM first verifies that the virtual address specified belongs to a valid mapping. If it does not, the update is rejected. Second, the CSM checks if the physical page assigned is already in the container’s PPAS and therefore already in use. This can commonly occur innocuously when, e.g., two processes in a container have the same file mapped in their address spaces. However, to prevent the risk of a malicious OS coercing an enclave to overwrite existing memory via a malicious memory allocation, the CSM marks any physical page mapped more than once read only in the container’s PPAS, unless it was inherited from a parent as part of process creation in which case it can be trusted. While this is effective at preventing these attacks, the downside is that writes to such memory will trap and need to be handled by BlackBox; for simplicity, BlackBox disallows writable memory-mapped file I/O as it is uncommonly used. Finally, if the virtual address is valid and not mapped to an existing physical page in a container’s PPAS, the CSM unmaps the assigned physical page from the OS and maps it into the container’s PPAS. The CSM then updates the page table entry on the OS’s behalf (step 6). Control is then returned back to the OS (step 7). When returning control back to the process that faulted, the process’s container PPAS will be switched to (steps 8-10). Section 4.4 describes further details about this process. The CSM also invalidates TLB entries as needed when it performs page table updates, ensuring that a malicious OS cannot violate a container’s PPAS through stale TLB entries.

BlackBox provides support for copy-on-write (CoW) memory, a key optimization commonly used in OSes. The OS traditionally expects to be able to share a page in memory among multiple processes and when a write is attempted, break the CoW by copying the contents of the page to a new page assigned to the process. With BlackBox, the OS does not have the ability to copy container memory though, so the OS instead makes a copy_page CSM call to have the CSM perform the CoW break on its behalf. The CSM will check that the source page belongs to the container’s PPAS and the destination page is in the OS’s memory. If so, it will move the destination page into the container’s PPAS and perform the copy.

BlackBox supports the dynamic release of memory back to the OS as tasks adjust their heap, unmap memory regions, and exit, while preserving the privacy and integrity of a container’s mem-
ory. As with memory allocation, system calls that can allow for returning of an application’s memory, like `munmap` and `_exit` are tracked to maintain an accurate view of a container’s memory mappings. During these calls, the OS may attempt to free pages allocated to the process. In doing so, as with memory allocation, it must make use of the `set_pt` CSM call since it cannot update page tables directly. The CSM will then check if the application has made a call to release the specified memory and reject the update if it has not. If the update is valid, the CSM will perform the page table update, and if no longer needed, scrub the page and remove it from the container’s PPAS.

While BlackBox ensures that container memory is not accessible to the OS, many OS interactions via system calls expect to use memory buffers that are part of an application’s memory to send data to, or receive data from, the OS. BlackBox treats the use of such memory buffers in system calls as implicit directives to declassify the buffers so they can be shared with the OS. To support this declassification while ensuring that a container’s PPAS is not accessible to the OS, BlackBox provides a syscall buffer for each task running in an enclaved container that is outside of the container’s PPAS and accessible to the OS. When interposing on a system call exception, the CSM replaces references to memory buffers passed in as system call arguments with those to the task’s syscall buffer. For buffers that are used to send data to the OS, the data in those buffers is copied to the syscall buffer as well. When returning to the container, the references to the syscall buffer are replaced with those to the original memory buffers. For buffers that are used to receive data from the OS, the data in the syscall buffer is copied to the original memory buffers as well.

Most system calls are interposed on by a single generic wrapper function in the CSM that uses a table of system call metadata to determine which arguments must be altered. System calls with more complex arguments, like those involving `iovec` structures are interposed on with more specific wrapper functions. On Linux, this interposing and altering of arguments works for most system calls with a few notable exceptions as discussed in Section 4.3.5.

When wrapping system calls, the CSM must ensure that system call errors are handled correctly. For simple error cases such as passing an invalid PID, the CSM only needs to pass the error
returned by the OS back to the caller. To handle more nuanced errors that can potentially affect the CSM, such as the program passing an invalid buffer address as a system call argument, the CSM must ensure all buffers passed via arguments are accessible to it when interposing on the system call. The CSM achieves this by first checking that buffer virtual addresses can be translated to valid physical addresses and, if the CSM needs to write to the buffer, it verifies that the memory does not need a CoW break before attempting to copy buffers, e.g. by using ARM’s address translation instruction, \texttt{at}, which both translates and checks for write permission if requested. If this accessibility check fails, the buffer is either invalid, is CoW’ed, or not yet faulted into memory. To rule out the latter two conditions, the CSM records the buffer’s virtual address and size in memory accessible to the OS, and control is returned to the OS. Prior to performing the actual system call, the OS checks if the CSM recorded any buffers and if so, breaks CoW if necessary and attempts to fault them in to ensure the CSM has access. The OS will then call the \texttt{enter_os} CSM call instead of attempting to perform the system call, allowing the CSM to again check if all buffers it needs are accessible and copy data to the task’s syscall buffer. If a buffer is still not accessible to the CSM, the CSM will ignore it when wrapping the system call knowing that its inaccessibility is the result of a program error and will leave the invalid argument intact during interposition allowing the OS to detect that the requested memory is invalid when performing the system call and return the appropriate error.

As part of the copying of data from the OS to an enclaved container, BlackBox also does simple checks on system call return values to ensure they fall within predefined correct ranges. This has been shown to protect against many Iago attacks [166]. However, to keep its TCB simple and small, BlackBox only guarantees the correctness of system call semantics for memory management and inter-process communication (IPC), the latter discussed in Section 4.3.5. As a result, BlackBox protects against Iago attacks related to memory management and IPC, but is susceptible to some other Iago attacks. Augmenting BlackBox with a user-level runtime library in an enclaved container that guarantees the correctness of system call semantics could improve Iago attack protection, but at the cost of a larger TCB and potential additional limitations on system call
functionality.

4.3.5 Inter-process Communication

While BlackBox declassifies data to the OS passed in as system call arguments, it protects inter-process communication (IPC) among tasks running in the same enclaved container by encrypting the data passed into IPC-related system calls. This protects applications using IPC, which is transferred through and accessible to the OS. System calls that can create IPC-related file descriptors, such as `pipe`, and Unix Domain Sockets are interposed on and their returned file descriptors (FDs) recorded in per-process arrays marking them as related to IPC. When the CSM interposes on system calls that pass data through FDs, like `write` and `sendmsg`, it checks if the given FD is one related to IPC for that process. If it is, the CSM first uses authenticated encryption with a randomly generated symmetric key created during container initialization to encrypt the data before moving it into the task’s syscall buffer. A record counter, incremented on each transaction, is included as additional authenticated data to prevent the host from replaying previous transactions. Similarly, data is decrypted and authenticated when interposing on system calls like `read` and `recvmsg` before copying it to the calling process’s PPAS. With this mechanism, IPC communication is transparently encrypted and protected from the OS.

As mentioned in Section 4.3.4, to avoid trusting the OS’s memory allocations, memory pages that are used by more than one process in a container are marked read-only in the container’s PPAS unless the pages are known to belong to a shared memory mapping and are inherited during process creation. Shared memory regions created by a parent process through `mmap` with `MAP_-SHARED` and faulted in prior to forking can be written to by both parent and child processes since the child’s address space is validated after `fork`, as discussed in Section 4.3.3. However, for simplicity, BlackBox does not allow for writable IPC shared memory via XSI IPC methods such as `shmget` and `shm_open`, which are no longer widely-used. Modern applications instead favor thread-based approaches for performance or shared mappings between child worker processes via `mmap` compatible with BlackBox.
Futexes are used among threads and processes to synchronize access to shared regions of memory. As part of the design of futex, the OS is required to read the futex value, which is in the process’s address space and included in the respective container’s memory. This direct access to container memory is incompatible with BlackBox’s memory isolation. To support futex, the OS makes a futex_read CSM call to obtain the value of a futex for container processes, rather than try and access the memory directly. The CSM ensures that only the futex address passed to futex can be read, and only if a futex call has been made.

Signals, used to notify processes of various events, present two issues for BlackBox. First, when delivering a signal to a process, a temporary stack for the signal handler is set up in the process’s memory. With enclaved containers, this memory is not accessible to the OS. To remedy this, the OS is modified to setup this stack in a region of memory outside of the container’s PPAS, which is then moved to the PPAS when the signal handler is executed and returned to the OS when the signal handler returns via rt_sigreturn. Second, the OS has to adjust the control flow of the process to execute the signal handler instead of returning to where it was previously executing. BlackBox cannot allow the OS to adjust the control flow of an enclaved process without validating it is doing so properly. To achieve this, as part of the CSM interposing on system calls, it tracks signal handler installation via system calls such as rt_sigaction. Upon handling a signal, the CSM ensures that the process will be correctly returning to a registered handler.

4.3.6 Container File System

Files within a container can only be accessed through an OS’s I/O facilities making access to a container’s files inherently untrustworthy without additional protection. A userspace encrypted file system could potentially be used to provide transparent protection of file I/O, but this would likely significantly increase the container’s TCB. BlackBox relies on applications to use encryption to fully protect sensitive data files within a container, and provides a simple mechanism to allow the OS to load encrypted executable binaries for execution.

As discussed in Section 4.3.2, container images for BlackBox are pre-processed. For example,
ELF binaries, widely-used on Linux, have `.text`, `.data`, and `.rodata` sections that contain the executable code and data used by the code. These sections are combined into various segments when loaded into memory. In a BlackBox container image, the ELF headers are left unencrypted, but the `.text`, `.data`, and `.rodata` sections are encrypted then hashed, and their hash values are recorded along with the binaries. This enables BlackBox to validate the integrity and authenticity of executable binaries.

An ELF binary is executed by the OS as a result of a process calling `exec`, upon which the OS loads the binary by mapping its ELF headers into memory, reading the ELF headers to determine how to process the rest of the binary, then mapping the segments of the binary to memory. As discussed in Section 4.3.3, the OS is required to call `task_exec`, which passes the virtual addresses of the binary’s loaded segments containing the `.text`, `.data`, and `.rodata` sections to the CSM. During this call, the CSM moves the process’s pages, corresponding to the loaded binary, into the container’s PPAS, validates that the hashes of the encrypted `.text`, `.data`, and `.rodata` sections match the hashes for the given binary from the BlackBox container image to confirm the authenticity and integrity of the loaded segments, then decrypts the sections in memory. The virtual to physical address mappings of these binary segments are recorded for later use. Upon returning from `task_exec`, the OS will begin running the task whose binary is now decrypted within protected container memory. If checking the hashes or decryption fails, the CSM will refuse to run the binary within an enclaved container, ensuring only trusted binaries can run within.

For dynamically linked binaries, in addition to the binary segments the OS maps during `exec`, the OS also maps the segments of the loader in the process’s address space. These segments are verified in the same manner as the binary’s segments. Dynamically linked binaries load and execute external libraries that BlackBox must validate are as expected and trusted. During the container image creation process, as with executable binaries, library binaries are also encrypted preventing their use without the CSM. These libraries are loaded and linked at runtime in userspace by a loader that is part of the trusted container image. To do this, the loader, running as part of a
process’s address space, *mmaps* library segments into memory. The CSM intercepts these mmaps by interposing on FD-related system calls, such as *open*. If an FD is created for one of the libraries within a container, as recorded during container image creation, the CSM marks that FD as associated with the given library. If this FD is then used with *mmap*, the CSM intercepts it. Based on the size of the mmap request and the protection flags used, the CSM can infer which segment the loader is mapping. If it is a segment containing one of the encrypted sections, the CSM performs the same hashing, decryption, and memory map recording as it does with executable binaries.

### 4.4 Implementation

We have implemented a BlackBox prototype by repurposing existing hardware virtualization support available on modern architectures, including a higher privilege level, usually reserved for hypervisors, and nested page tables (NPTs). NPTs, also known as Arm’s Stage 2 page tables and Intel’s Extended Page Tables (EPT), is a hardware-assisted virtualization technology that introduces an additional level of virtual address translation [4]. When NPTs are used by hypervisors, the guest OS in a VM manages its own page table to translate a virtual address to what the VM perceives as its physical address, known as a guest physical address, but then the hypervisor manages an NPT to translate the guest physical address to an actual physical address on the host. Hypervisors can thereby use NPTs to control what physical memory is available to each VM.

BlackBox uses hardware virtualization support to run the CSM in lieu of a hypervisor to support PPASes. The CSM runs at the higher hypervisor privilege level, so that it is strictly more privileged than the OS and is able to control NPTs. The CSM introduces an NPT for each container and the OS, such that a container’s PPAS is only mapped to its own NPT, isolating the physical memory of each container from the OS and each other. The CSM switches a CPU from one PPAS to another by simply updating its NPT base register to point to the respective container’s NPT. Similarly, the CSM uses NPTs to protect its own memory from the OS and containers by simply not mapping its own memory into the NPTs. The memory for the NPTs is part of the CSM’s protected memory and is itself not mapped into any NPTs so that only the CSM can update the NPTs. When the CSM
runs, NPTs are disabled, so it has full access to physical memory.

Specifically, BlackBox uses Arm hardware virtualization extensions (VE) [3, 99, 98, 167]. The CSM runs in Arm’s hypervisor (EL2) mode, which is strictly more privileged than user (EL0) and kernel (EL1) modes. EL2 has its own execution context defined by register and control state, and switching the execution context of EL0 and EL1 are done in software. The CSM configures Stage 2 page tables in EL2, and the System Memory Management Unit (SMMU), Arm’s IOMMU. The Linux kernel runs in EL1 and has no access to EL2 registers, so it cannot compromise the CSM. CSM calls are made using Arm’s hvc instruction from EL1.

Before and after every transition to the OS, BlackBox traps to the CSM, which in turn switches between container and OS NPTs. One might think that imposing two context switches to the CSM to swap NPTs for every one call to the OS would be prohibitively expensive, but we show in Section 4.5 that this can be done on Arm without much overhead. The flexibility that Arm EL2 provides of allowing software to determine how execution context is switched between hypervisor and other modes turns out to be particularly advantageous for implementing the CSM because it does not lock its implementation into using heavyweight hardware virtualization mechanisms to save and restore hypervisor execution context that are not required for the CSM.

Trapping to the CSM before and after every transition to the OS requires that the CSM interpose on all system calls, interrupts, and exceptions. Hypervisors traditionally accomplish similar functionality by trapping interrupts and exceptions to itself, then injecting virtual interrupts and exceptions to a VM. BlackBox avoids the additional complexity of virtualizing interrupts and exceptions by taking a different approach. The CSM configures hardware so system calls, interrupts, and exceptions trap to the OS and modifies the OS’s exception vector table for handling these events so that enter_os and exit_os CSM calls are always made before and after the actual OS event handler. To guarantee these handlers are installed and not modified by the OS at a later time, BlackBox requires the OS to make a protect_vectors CSM call with the address of the text section of the vector table during system initialization, before any container may be enclaved. The CSM then prevents the OS from tampering with the modified vector table by marking
its backing physical memory read only in the OS’s NPT. Similarly, the vDSO region of memory is marked read only to prevent malicious tampering of the region.

Figure 4.3 depicts the steps involved in interposing on transitions between the containers and OS when repurposing virtualization hardware. While running in a container, an exception occurs transferring control to the protected OS exception vector table (step 1). All entry points in the exception vector table invoke the \texttt{enter\_os} CSM call (step 2). During this, the CSM switches to the OS’s NPT (step 3). The OS will therefore not be able to access private physical memory mapped into container NPTs. For system call exceptions, system call arguments are copied to an OS accessible syscall buffer (step 4). Control is transferred back to the OS (step 5) to perform the required exception handling. When the OS has finished handling the exception, the \texttt{exit\_os} CSM call is made as part of the return path of the exception vectors when returning to userspace (step 6). For system call exceptions, OS updated arguments are copied back to the original buffer (step 7). On \texttt{exit\_os}, the CSM verifies the exception return address to ensure the call is from the trusted exception vectors, which the OS cannot change, rejecting any that are not. The CSM then checks if the running task belongs to an enclaved container, in which case the CSM switches to the respective container’s NPT so the task can access its PPAS memory state (step 8). Control is restored to the container by returning from \texttt{exit\_os} (step 9) and back to userspace (step 10). If \texttt{exit\_os} is not called, the CSM will not switch the CPU to use the container’s PPAS, so its state will remain inaccessible on that CPU.

BlackBox protects a container’s memory by using separate NPTs for the OS and each container, but still relies on the OS to perform all complex memory management functions, such as allocation and reclamation, to minimize the complexity and size of the CSM. This is straightforward because unlike hypervisors which virtualize physical memory using NPTs, the CSM merely uses NPTs for access control so that the identity mapping is used for all NPTs including the OS’s NPT. The OS’s view of memory is effectively the same as the actual physical memory for any physical memory mapped into the OS’s NPT. Except for the CSM’s physical memory, all physical memory is initially assigned to the OS and mapped to its NPT. When the OS allocates physical memory
to processes in containers, the CSM can just unmap the physical memory from the OS’s NPT and map it to the respective container’s NPT at the same address. The CSM does not need its own complex allocation functionality. The CSM checks the OS’s NPT to make sure that the OS has the right to allocate a given page of memory. For example, should the OS attempt to allocate a physical page belonging to the CSM, the CSM will reject the allocation and not update the OS’s or container’s NPT. The CSM also checks that any page allocation proposed by the OS for a container is not mapped into the IOMMU page tables and will therefore not be subject to DMA attacks, as discussed in Section 4.3.1.

Note that the OS is oblivious to the fact that its allocation decisions for process page tables, Arm’s Stage 1 page tables, are also used for Stage 2 page tables. Furthermore, since Arm hardware first checks Stage 1 page tables before Stage 2 page tables, page faults due to the need to allocate physical memory to a process all appear as Stage 1 page faults, which are handled in the normal way by the OS’s page fault handler. Since the CSM maps the physical memory to the respective Stage 1 and Stage 2 page table entries at the same time, there are no Stage 2 page faults for memory allocation.

As discussed in Section 4.3.4, BlackBox requires that process page tables cannot be directly modified by the OS. At the same time, commodity OSes like Linux perform many operations that
involve walking and accessing process page tables. To minimize OS modifications required to use enclaved containers, BlackBox makes the process page tables readable but not writable by the OS by marking the corresponding entries in the OS’s NPT read only. All existing OS code that walks and reads process page tables can continue to function without modification, and only limited changes are required to the OS to use CSM calls for any updates to process page tables. A process’s page tables are also mapped to its respective container’s NPT, so they can be accessed by MMU hardware for virtual address translation while executing the process. BlackBox also maps tasks’ syscall buffers, used for passing system call arguments to and from the OS, to their Stage 1 page tables. This allows OS functions designed to copy data to and from buffers in the calling process’s address space to function correctly without modification. The tasks’ syscall buffers themselves are only mapped to the OS’s NPT, not the container’s NPT, as they are shared directly only by the CSM and OS.

To optimize TLB usage, physically contiguous memory can be mapped to an NPT in blocks larger than the default 4 KB page size. The BlackBox implementation supports transparent 2 MB stage 2 block mappings by first fully populating the last-level stage 2 page table with 4 KB mappings, then folding all 512 entries into a single entry. BlackBox checks that all 512 entries are contiguous in physical memory and that the first entry is aligned to a 2 MB boundary. BlackBox will unfold a block mapping if one of the original 512 entries is unmapped, such that all 512 entries are no longer contiguous in physical memory. Similarly, BlackBox will unfold a block mapping if there is a need to change the attributes of one of the original 512 entries, such as marking it read only while other entries remain writable. This approach is advantageous over just supporting huge pages allocated by the OS because it improves TLB usage even when the OS does not use huge pages.

BlackBox’s implementation is relatively small. The implementation is less than 10K lines of code (LOC), most of which is the 5K LOC for the implementation of Ed25519, ChaCha20, and Poly1305 from the verified HACL* crypto library [168]. Other than HACL*, BlackBox consisted of 4.9K LOC, all in C except for 0.4K LOC in Arm assembly. Table 4.2 shows a breakdown by
feature. 0.3K LOC was for verifying the CSM was correctly booted and initialized. 1K LOC was for enclave management, including enclave creation and handling enclave metadata. 0.1K LOC was for switching between enclaves and the OS. 0.2K LOC was for protecting data in CPU registers. 1K was for system call interposition, including marshaling of arguments. The table used for determining how to marshal system calls and check return values is dynamically generated as a single line of C code at compile time. 2.3K LOC was for memory protection, including NPT management of PPASes, Iago and DMA protection, and handling and validating page table update requests. BlackBox’s CSM TCB implementation complexity is similar to other recently verified concurrent systems [169, 170, 171, 172], suggesting that it is small enough that it can be formally verified. Beyond the CSM itself, only 0.5K LOC were modified or added to the Linux kernel to support BlackBox.

Table 4.2 also compares the code complexity of BlackBox versus the Linux kernel and KVM hypervisor. This is a conservative comparison as the LOC for Linux and KVM only include code compiled into the actual binaries for one specific Arm server used for the evaluation in Section 4.5. Even with this conservative comparison, BlackBox is orders of magnitude less code, in part because its functionality is largely orthogonal to both OSes and hypervisors, which have much more complex functionality requirements.

4.5 Experimental Results

We quantify the performance of BlackBox compared to widely-used Linux containers, and demonstrate BlackBox’s ability to protect container confidentiality and integrity. Experiments were run using both Arm multiprocessor embedded system and server hardware with VE support, specifically (1) a Raspberry Pi 4 Model B with a 4-core Cortex-A72 64-bit 1.5 GHz Broadcom BCM2711 SoC, 8 GB RAM, a 250 GB Samsung 860 EVO SSD connected via USB3.0, and Gigabit Ethernet, running Raspberry Pi OS Buster (2020-08-20 Debian), and (2) an AMD Seattle Rev.B0 server with an 8-core Cortex-A57 64-bit ARMv8-A 2 GHz AMD Opteron A1100 SoC, 16 GB of RAM, a 512 GB SATA3 HDD, and an AMD XGBe 10 GbE NIC, running Ubuntu.
16.04. For client-server experiments, the clients ran on a Lenovo ThinkPad P52 with a quad-core Intel i7-8750H 64-bit 4.1 GHz CPU, 32 GB RAM, and a 1 TB PCIe SSD, running Linux Mint 20, connected to the Arm hardware via Gigabit Ethernet through an ASUS RT-N16. All machines used Linux kernel 5.4 LTS and for running in containers, the Docker 20.10.6 container runtime.

We ran the microbenchmarks and application workloads listed in Table 4.3 using the following five system configurations: (1) natively on the host without containers to provide a baseline measure of performance, (2) Docker with unmodified Linux containers (Docker), (3) BlackBox running Docker with traditional Linux containers, without the security guarantees of being enclaved (BlackBox NS, for Non-Secure), (4) BlackBox running Docker with enclaved Linux containers without encrypted IPC (BlackBox NE, for no encryption), and (5) BlackBox running Docker with enclaved Linux containers (BlackBox Enclaved). Three BlackBox configurations were used to quantify the cost of different protection mechanisms. BlackBox NS provides the same security
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hackbench</td>
<td>hackbench [174] using Unix domain sockets and 100 process groups running in 500 loops.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apache</td>
<td>Apache v2.4.46 server handling 100 concurrent requests from remote ApacheBench [175] v2.3 client, serving the 12 KB default Debian index.html.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAProxy</td>
<td>HAProxy v1.8.19 server proxying 100 concurrent requests from remote ApacheBench [175] v2.3 client to remote Apache v2.4.29, serving the 82 KB index.html of the GCC 13.0.0 manual.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernbench</td>
<td>Compilation of the Linux 5.4 kernel using allnoconfig for Arm with GCC 8.3.0.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memcached</td>
<td>memcached v1.6.9 using the memtier [176] benchmark v1.3.0 with default parameters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MySQL</td>
<td>MariaDB v10.3.27, a MySQL fork, handling requests from remote YCSB [177] v0.17.0 client running workload A with 200 parallel transactions, recordcount=500K, and op-count=100K.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netperf</td>
<td>netperf v2.6.0 [178] running netserver on the server and the client with default parameters in three modes: TCP_STREAM (receive throughput), TCP_MAERTS (send throughput), and TCP_RR (latency).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nginx</td>
<td>Nginx v1.18.0 server handling 100 concurrent requests from remote ApacheBench [175] v2.3 client, serving the 12 KB default Debian index.html.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Microbenchmarks and Application Workloads.

as Docker, the only difference being that BlackBox NS runs the containers on BlackBox with the OS’s NPT enabled, to quantify NPT overhead. BlackBox NE provides stronger security by enclaving the container but without enabling IPC encryption, thereby quantifying BlackBox overhead without IPC encryption. BlackBox Enclaved is the same as BlackBox NE but with IPC encryption enabled. When using BlackBox, its DMA protection is not available on the Raspberry Pi 4 because it has no SMMU. Docker’s default seccomp policy is enabled for all configurations. Versions of libseccomp prior to v2.5 had a significant performance issue on policies like Docker’s default [179]. The Docker version we use incorporates this performance fix.

4.5.1 Performance Measurements

Figure 4.4 shows performance measurements for each microbenchmark for each container configuration normalized to native execution; lower numbers are better. Solid bars indicate results run on the Raspberry Pi and the overlaid outlined bars indicate results run on the AMD Seattle Arm server. BlackBox has the highest overhead relative to native execution on the null system call mea-
Figure 4.4: Container Performance for Microbenchmarks.

surement, but most of the overhead is from Docker, due to its use of seccomp to configure and limit the system calls available in a container to reduce the available attack surface area. Although seccomp is used for all system calls, its overhead is most apparent for the null system call as its base cost is the lowest since it does no work. In contrast, the overhead due to BlackBox, from the two CSM calls that BlackBox makes on every system call, is small relative to seccomp. Although CSM calls require switching to and from Arm’s EL2 mode, it requires no more than EL2’s system register state to execute, eliminating the need to save and restore system registers when switching between EL1 and EL2; only general-purpose registers need to be saved and restored. Taking advantage of Arm’s architectural features makes CSM calls relatively inexpensive, enabling fine-grained container protection without significant overhead from system call interposition. The key aspect of Arm’s design that is crucial for the CSM is that software determines what state needs to be saved and restored. Running the CSM in the equivalent x86 hypervisor root mode would be much more expensive as it provides a hardware instruction that must be used to context switch to root mode that requires saving and restoring the entire CPU system state [99]. The x86 mechanism works well for hypervisors since they already require this operation, but poorly for the CSM which makes minimal use of CPU system state, and therefore does not need the expensive save
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and restore.

For the **read**, **write**, **stat**, **open/close**, and **select** system call measurements, BlackBox Enclaved is less than two times the cost of Docker. The overhead for the enclaved configurations is due to the need to copy system call arguments back and forth between the container PPAS and OS, since enclaved container memory is not accessible to the OS. **open** additionally incurs overhead as part of checking the path being opened to identify FDs associated with shared libraries as part of BlackBox’s binary decryption mechanism. For all system calls, the overhead on the AMD server, as indicated by the outlined bars, exceeds that of the Raspberry Pi’s. In most cases, this is due to the server hardware performing the CPU bound system call operations more quickly than the Raspberry Pi while their memory performance remains similar, resulting in the similar costs for BlackBox’s system call argument copying having relatively higher overhead.

**fork** and **exec** measurements show the highest overhead for BlackBox Enclaved versus Docker, less than three times the cost of Docker. This is due to validating that the new process’s address space matches its parent’s on **fork**, and additionally validating the address space against the new binary’s mappings on **exec**. Although the binary must be decrypted for **exec** measurements, it is only decrypted once and all subsequent iterations just confirm the mappings match the
first’s, thereby amortizing the cost of the initial decryption.

Page fault measurements show the one microbenchmark for which there is noticeable overhead for BlackBox NS versus Docker. This is due to the added cost of using NPTs for the BlackBox NS configuration. This overhead then increases for enclave containers due to needing to verify the fault resides within a known address mapping to protect the container from potential Iago attacks from the OS. Although a page fault results in several context switches to the CSM, the context switches themselves are not a significant cost because they are relatively inexpensive on Arm.

Protecting container IPC communication through encryption imposes little cost for most workloads, but this overhead is noticeable for pipe, UNIX domain sockets (AF_UNIX), and hack-bench measurements. These benchmarks represent worst-case overheads for IPC encryption because they all use IPC to read and write a single byte to signal other processes. When encrypting, this single byte is padded and written along with authentication data, significantly increasing the relative write size and affecting read/write latency measurements. In contrast, the context switch microbenchmark, in which a parent process spawns two child processes that communicate between each other with pipes, has almost no overhead. In this case, 4 byte reads and writes are used so the extra data that encryption adds, and therefore the time to complete the calls, is relatively less, and context switching and rescheduling dominates IPC encryption costs. The signaling microbenchmarks do not involve any encryption. BlackBox Enclaved overhead for signal installation is due to copying the sigaction struct in and out, and for signal delivery is due to verifying the control flow.

Figure 4.5 shows performance measurements for each application workload for each container configuration normalized to native execution; lower numbers are better. Apache, HAProxy, Kernelbench, memcached, MySQL, and Nginx measurements show that BlackBox overhead is much less on realistic application workloads than microbenchmarks. In most cases, BlackBox Enclaved overhead versus native execution is less than 15% on both the Raspberry Pi and AMD server, demonstrating modest overhead across both Arm embedded and server hardware. As indicated by the BlackBox NS measurements, NPT usage is a source of overhead, though more so on the
Raspberry Pi than the AMD server. Apache, HAProxy, and Nginx workloads measure latency in addition to throughput. In terms of latency, the overhead for these workloads for BlackBox Enclaved versus native execution is less than 15% on both the Raspberry Pi and AMD server. Furthermore, Netperf measurements show that BlackBox provides fast networking performance as it involves no I/O virtualization, in contrast to using VMs. Applications are able to make full use of the host’s networking capabilities. Although applications are expected to encrypt their network I/O to protect their data, we did not encrypt network connections for these measurements to avoid encryption costs obscuring BlackBox’s overhead.

Figure 4.6 quantifies the CPU utilization when running the application workloads, as a measure of computational overhead. Solid bars indicate results run on the Raspberry Pi and the overlaid outlined bars indicate results run on the AMD server. CPU utilization is generally lower on the AMD server than the Raspberry Pi, since the AMD server is more powerful with more CPUs. On the Raspberry Pi, the difference in CPU utilization between BlackBox Enclaved and native execution is less than 15% across all workloads, and less than 5% for all workloads except Apache and Memcached. On the AMD server, the difference in CPU utilization between BlackBox Enclaved and native execution is less than 15% across all workloads, except Apache. Apache CPU utilization for BlackBox Enclaved is high because at higher throughput rates, the cost of extra copying to use syscall buffers, as discussed in Section 4.3.4, becomes dominant. The buffers are used to send data from a container’s PPAS to the OS to perform network I/O. Other than Apache, the difference in CPU utilization between BlackBox Enclaved and native execution is quite modest across both Arm embedded and server hardware.

4.5.2 System Call Coverage

We evaluated the completeness of Linux system call support in the current BlackBox prototype implementation by running the Linux Test Project (LTP) [180] version 20210524 system call test suite. LTP consists of 1344 test cases designed to test for correct functionality across the entire Linux system call interface. We compared system call support results for running LTP in an en-
When running LTP natively, 1149 test cases pass and 195 fail. These failures are expected and are a combination of missing dependencies and unsupported features of the kernel and architecture used. For example, test cases for the 16-bit version of `fchown` are not supported on the platform. When running LTP using BlackBox, 1012 test cases pass and 332 fail, demonstrating support for almost 90% of test cases that passed when run natively. The additional 137 failed tests are due to the current prototype not yet supporting lesser used system calls like `process_vm_readv`.

### 4.5.3 Evaluation of Practical Attacks

We evaluated BlackBox’s effectiveness against a compromised OS by analyzing CVEs related to the Linux kernel and various Linux container engines such as Docker. We considered 23 CVEs which could result in privilege escalation, code execution, and memory corruption in Linux capable of compromising the integrity and confidentiality of container data; we did not consider denial of service attacks, as BlackBox does not guarantee availability. Specifically, privilege escalation occurs if the exploit enables the attacker to gain root access or kernel privilege level, and code
Table 4.4: CVEs Used for Evaluation of Practical Attacks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bug</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Containers</th>
<th>BlackBox</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2009-3234</td>
<td>Kernel buffer overflow enabling return-to-user attack.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2010-2959</td>
<td>Function pointer overwrite due to integer overflow.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2010-4258</td>
<td>Kernel memory overwrite due to improper handling of get_fs value.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2013-6441</td>
<td>Improper permissions when mounting /sbin/init.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2014-6407</td>
<td>Symbolic and hardlink issues during docker pull.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2014-9357</td>
<td>Mishandling untrusted archive extraction.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2015-1335</td>
<td>Directory traversal flaw in lxc-start.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2015-3627</td>
<td>Unchecked file descriptor opened prior to chroot.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2015-3629</td>
<td>Unchecked symlink in image when respawning container.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2015-3630</td>
<td>Weak permissions on /proc filesystem.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2016-1576</td>
<td>Improperly restricted mount namespace.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2016-5195</td>
<td>Race condition in Linux’s handling of copy-on-write breakage.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2016-7117</td>
<td>Use after free in __sys_recvmsg.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2016-9962</td>
<td>Improperly flushed file descriptors.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2017-7308</td>
<td>Improper validation of data size in Linux’s packet_set_ring().</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2017-1000112</td>
<td>Exploitable memory corruption due to UFO to non-UFO path switch.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2018-15664</td>
<td>TOCTOU vulnerability in symbolic link checking.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2018-18955</td>
<td>Mishandled nested user namespaces in Linux’s map_write().</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2019-5736</td>
<td>/proc/self/exe file descriptor mishandling</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2019-10144</td>
<td>Container processes not isolated during ‘rkt enter’ command.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2019-11247</td>
<td>Improper access control to cluster-scoped custom resources.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2019-14271</td>
<td>Container contents loaded while privileged during container copy.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVE-2020-14386</td>
<td>Kernel memory corruption due to arithmetic issue in tpacket_rcv().</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

execution occurs if the exploit enables executing arbitrary code at the same privilege as the software with the bug.

Table 4.4 lists the CVEs considered. We considered both malicious containers and unprivileged host users who exploit bugs in the kernel and container engines to elevate privileges and compromise container data. In general, these CVEs exploit flaws in container runtime systems and the kernel that enable an attacker to obtain kernel-level or root-level access. Ordinarily, this level of access compromises all container data and integrity on the system. Linux and the relevant container engine do not fully protect against any of these compromises. In contrast, BlackBox protects against all of them.

4.6 Related Work

Various approaches have been explored to securing applications from untrusted OSes. Hardware-based trusted execution environments (TEEs) such as ARM TrustZone [138] and Intel Software
Guard Extensions (SGX) [137] can protect application memory from higher privileged software, but require applications to be written or rewritten specifically for this purpose and may impose other functionality restrictions.

Some systems have built on TEEs. Haven [139] aims to enclave Windows applications by porting a Windows library OS to run inside SGX, avoiding Iago attacks by trusting the library OS at the cost of a significant TCB. Other systems also propose running library OSes enclaved by SGX [181, 182, 183]. CubicleOS[184] is a library OS designed to be runnable within containers that makes use of Intel MPK hardware extensions to isolate apps. Scone [140] uses SGX to enclave Linux containers, requiring its own custom threading model and a modified C library within SGX to provide system call support and shielded I/O interfaces for interacting with the OS. TZ-Container [185] leverages a shield layer and a container manager inside TrustZone to protect containers, but relies on the OS not modifying the memory mappings used to protect containers by scanning the OS image to ensure it does not contain instructions capable of updating page tables. TrustShadow [186] introduces a runtime system within TrustZone so that a limited number of security-critical legacy apps operate on TrustZone memory isolated from the OS. Unlike these approaches, BlackBox does not rely on TrustZone or SGX and does not rely on a library OS or other significant runtime system running inside an enclaved execution environment, avoiding increasing TCB complexity. Unlike Haven, its small TCB comes with potentially greater susceptibility to Iago attacks by allowing applications to use the system call interface of the untrusted OS.

Commodity hypervisors have been modified to secure applications from an untrusted OS by restricting a guest OS in a VM to an encrypted view of application memory [141, 147, 142, 143, 145, 187, 188]. For example, InkTag [142] uses two NPTs as part of its isolation mechanism, one for the OS and the other for all applications, separating the plaintext memory of isolated applications from encrypted memory, but relying on paravirtualized page table updates to isolate applications from each other. Appshield [144] uses virtualization techniques to protect and isolate critical applications against OS-level malware attacks. Appshield’s memory protection model requirements are not compatible with Linux’s copy-on-write semantics and its limited system call interface is
insufficient to support significant workloads. In contrast, BlackBox does not rely on a hypervisor or traditional memory virtualization, but instead introduces a new concept of protected physical address spaces implemented as part of a container security monitor, enabling it to have a much smaller TCB.

Various approaches reduce the hypervisor’s TCB. Microhypervisors [189, 146, 190] build new hypervisors from scratch with smaller TCBs, but at the cost of a significantly reduced feature set. BlackBox’s approach allows for a small TCB while still maintaining a significant feature set and the full hardware support available in a commodity OS. SeKVM [191, 169, 170, 171] retrofits KVM with a small verified TCB to provide VM data confidentiality and integrity. In contrast, BlackBox provides container-level isolation and does not require a hypervisor, introducing a new concept, the CSM, that avoids the cost and complexity of hypervisor-based virtualization.

X-Containers [192] targets securely isolating containers in the cloud. Its containers include an entire library OS based on Linux and run on top of a Xen hypervisor, providing a model more akin to nested virtualization. Unlike BlackBox, X-Containers have a large TCB from requiring both large library OSes and a commodity hypervisor.

Other approaches have looked at ways to harden traditional containers. gVisor [193] runs a limited userspace kernel within a container and beneath applications. System calls are intercepted to further isolate applications from the host OS through reduced interactions and potential attack surfaces. gVisor’s increased isolation comes at the cost of a increased TCB size in the container. Distroless images [194] aim to limit the contents of a container to precisely what is necessary for the target app to run, reducing what must be trusted and maintained within a container. Linux Container Hardening [195] aims to improve the security of Linux containers through improving the kernel subsystems and primitives used by containers to be more secure. These approaches are complementary to BlackBox, and although they improve container security, unlike BlackBox, they all must still trust the OS and its large codebase.
4.7 Summary

BlackBox is a new container architecture providing fine-grain protection of application data confidentiality and integrity without trusting the OS. BlackBox achieves this by introducing a container security monitor, a new software component that creates protected physical address spaces for containers. The monitor enforces protected address spaces to isolate container memory and CPU state from the OS and other containers. It facilitates the use of OS facilities via system calls by passing required data between protected address spaces and the OS, implicitly declassifying such data. This narrow purpose keeps it small and simple. Unlike a hypervisor, the monitor performs no virtualization or resource management. Instead, it relies on the OS to provide complex functionality required to manage hardware resources, including CPU scheduling, memory management, file systems, and device management. We have implemented BlackBox by repurposing Arm hardware virtualization support. Our results demonstrate that BlackBox supports existing unmodified containerized application workloads with modest overhead while maintaining a trusted computing base orders of magnitude less than an OS or commodity hypervisor.
Chapter 5: Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 Conclusions

Through three key systems, my research has demonstrated that container architectures can be created to enable new functionality and greater security across a range of platforms. These architectures leverage the advantages containers have over VMs to achieve their goals, including modest hardware requirements, a low resource footprint, and tighter coupling with the virtualization layer enabling these architectures to utilize existing code to minimize implementation effort.

First, we presented Flux, a system supporting multi-surface apps through app migration. Flux introduces two novel mechanisms. *Selective Record/Adaptive Replay* to record just those device-agnostic app calls that lead to the generation of app-specific device-dependent state in services and replay them on the target. Selective Record/Adaptive Replay leverages small compile-time decorator modifications to system service IPC definitions enabling Flux to interpose on app calls to system services and only record those that modify app-specific device state while automatically discarding stale interactions. *Checkpoint/Restore in Android (CRIA)* to transition an app into a state in which what little device-specific information the app contains can be safely discarded before checkpointing and restoring the app within a containerized environment. CRIA checkpoints and restores critical user- and OS-level state of a running app along with app-specific state held within Android specific device drivers. We implemented and evaluated a working prototype of Flux on Android. Flux is able to migrate unmodified popular apps in a modest amount of time with minimal runtime overhead during app execution.

Second, we presented AnDrone, a drone-as-a-service solution making drones accessible in the cloud. AnDrone provides users with cloud-configurable lightweight *virtual drones* supported by a device container design. Virtual drones are containerized instances of Android Things
appear to users as if it is the only software running on and controlling a drone. Various apps and services of interest to a user for controlling the drone can be added to these virtual drones. To support the device container design, AnDrone transparently decouples apps from low-level device implementation and interfaces through its device container architecture. The device container encapsulates all physical drone devices in a separate isolated execution environment and controls access to devices to isolate virtual drones from one another and preserve drone hardware safety. Experimental results show AnDrone is scalable, incurs little to no overhead, and can reliably isolate a flight controller.

Finally, we presented BlackBox, a container architecture providing app data confidentiality and integrity on an untrusted OS. BlackBox introduces a new container security monitor (CSM) mechanism to create separate and independent physical address spaces for each container. The CSM leverages existing hardware virtualization features to run at a higher privilege level than the OS to provide containers with protected physical address spaces (PPASes). The CSM interposes on all interactions between protected containers and the OS, enabling it to adjust which PPAS is active when running. We implemented BlackBox on Arm hardware, demonstrated modest overhead, and showed that BlackBox can support widely-used Linux containers with only minor modifications to the Linux kernel while inheriting support for a broad range of Arm hardware from the OS.

5.2 Future Work

My research demonstrated the feasibility of new container architectures that enable additional functionality and provide greater security across a range of platforms. In building these systems, it became apparent that there exist opportunities to extend and apply some of the novel concepts of these architectures to other areas of research.

AnDrone’s virtual drones potentially allow broader use cases and offer greater accessibility to drones. An important issue that needs to be further researched though is the physical security of the drone. AnDrone offers geofences for flight control, but this is only a limited solution to the overall safety of the physical drone. Self-driving technology used in cars, such as automatic braking
in the case of an imminent impact, may be useful to offer a more complete solution. However, these systems are insufficient for drones. Unlike cars, drones operate in three-dimensions, so an additional vertical dimension of operation must be taken into account. Additionally, drones are much more agile and maneuverable than cars and so significantly faster methods of detecting unsafe conditions and responding to them are required. Implementing a comprehensive physical safety solution for AnDrone will need to address these challenges.

AnDrone supports multiple virtual drones by running each virtual drone within a container. Therefore, it suffers from the same security shortcomings as compared to VMs that BlackBox was created to remedy. AnDrone would benefit from the additional security offered to containers by BlackBox if BlackBox were capable of supporting entire virtual drones. A complication to this is that virtual drones are full Android Things OS instances. They run a significant number of processes and require the use of Android-specific drivers, like Binder. For the support and use of Android-specific drivers, at a minimum, additional device-specific ioctl system call wrappers need to be created within the CSM. However, multiple Android drivers make extensive use of shared memory, including Binder. Given BlackBox’s restrictions on shared memory, a key challenge will be how to support Android’s more extensive shared memory usage while maintaining BlackBox’s security and performance for virtual drones.

BlackBox protects apps in containers from an untrusted OS, minimizing the TCB to just that of the CSM and the contents of the container. However, much of the code in a container is typically large third-party libraries that may contain vulnerabilities putting the app within the protected container at risk if they are exploited. To further reduce the TCB and protect against these third-party library vulnerabilities, the concept of BlackBox protecting an enclave from an untrusted OS can be made finer-grained such that the CSM protects apps from third-party libraries in a manner similar to how it protects against the OS. A shim library for each third-party library can be created for an app to link against. The shim library in turn then links against the actual libraries. When the app makes a library call, the shim acts similarly to the protected OS exception vector table and the system call wrappers within the CSM. However, unlike system calls which have a
fixed calling convention for a given architecture, the calling convention used within userspace can vary. A key challenge to protecting against untrusted libraries is how to support library-specific calling conventions in a general way. Additionally, userspace has increasingly become reliant on heavy usage of asynchronous APIs. Supporting these APIs while remaining performant, general, and reusable so as to not require burdensome implementation effort for each API is another key research challenge that will need to be addressed to protect against untrusted libraries.

While BlackBox focuses on protecting CPU and memory state, applications are increasingly running code and manipulating data using GPUs. An important research challenge to explore is how to extend the security guarantees of container data confidentiality and integrity to applications using GPUs for general-purpose computing. TEEs for protecting GPU data have been proposed [196, 197], but currently remain research only and have not been built. Even if such TEEs existed, there are still side-channel concerns that can enable an attacker to extract information [198]. Further work on securing GPUs to allow containers to run securely while making use of them would greatly increase the potential applications of BlackBox and secured cloud computing.

Although BlackBox is designed to work using existing hardware virtualization support, the upcoming Armv9 architecture, with its inclusion of the Arm Confidential Compute Architecture (CCA) [172], offers alternative mechanisms that can be used for implementing BlackBox. CCA’s concept of Realms offers an alternative solution to providing PPASes and supporting the CSM. With CCA, Realms are supported by a separate Realm World alongside Arm’s existing secure and non-secure worlds, complete with Arm’s existing three privilege levels, EL0-3. As with the existing secure world, Realm World has access to both its own memory and the memory within the non-secure world. Realms are managed using the Realm Management Monitor (RMM) running in EL2 within the Realm World, giving it full access to Realm memory and CPU state as well as control over their execution. Realm execution and memory delegation is provided to the other worlds through the Realm Management Interface (RMI). CCA offers dynamically adjustable protected memory enabling PPASes to be implemented as Realms instead of separate NPTs. It may be possible for the current functionality of the CSM to be incorporated into the RMM. The
OS’s exception vector table could be modified to use new RMI commands enabling the combined
RMM/CSM to interpose on all interactions between the OS and containers similar to BlackBox’s
existing design. The CSM hypercall ABI, could be added as additional RMI commands. Given
that many of the CSM’s functionalities are OS-specific, an interesting research challenge will be
exploring whether a combined RMM/CSM can be designed in a way that is capable of efficiently
supporting multiple OSes with only minor OS modifications.

While the codebase of BlackBox is small enough that it could be formally verified actually do-
ing so remains an open problem. SeKVM [170] was successfully formally verified and is similar
in design and of comparable size to BlackBox, which provides some evidence that formal verifica-
tion of BlackBox is possible. A formally verified implementation of BlackBox would offer greater
guarantees of security to apps running in protected containers and potentially enable BlackBox to
run in more application areas that require a high degree of operational guarantees. However, while
similar in design to SeKVM, there are several significant differences that will require further in-
novations to enable formal verification of BlackBox. Most notably, while SeKVM is a hypervisor
with a narrow interface, the CSM must support the broad system call interface of a commodity OS.
A key challenge is how to verify not only the security of the CSM, but the functional correctness
of the CSM in terms of ensuring that it preserves the existing semantics of system calls.
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